“The War On Aviation in Yukon” - Our encounters with aviation bureaucracy

Introduction and Explanation: I never anticipated this document would become so large and unwieldy, or
popular...It began in 2009 as a written record of the illogical activities byYukon Aviation regulators. It grew
beyond what I ever envisioned. Then, in December 2015, it became necessary to adopt a chronological
“BLOG” style. Later, index ʻtitlesʼ were added, and then it was revised so the newest entries were placed
at the bottom of the document. Photos are now included since they speak so much more eloquently than I
do.

It is necessary therefore to spool to the end for most recent issues. Thanks for your patience.
Good Luck.

Nav Canada implements Service Cuts without following Process Agreed To.
The local office of Nav Canada pulled off a surprising bit of efficiency at the start of February.
They decided to remove flight briefing services in Yukon, announced it, consulted (in an e mail
that wasn't circulated) , and delivered said cuts in two weeks. They say the service wasn't being
used.
Locally we know better than to count on it....the TAF is amended every time it is issued, within
minutes of issue, because it is always wrong. Not surprising really, the forecast comes from a
guy in an air-conditioned office in the Okanagon (1200 Miles away), who was given a junket
years ago to visit Whitehorse, so he would know what weather to expect, today? I'm barely
exaggerating here.
They also announced they are removing beacons, (Liard), cutting staff, removing computer
terminals, and reducing hours. Either someone is sadly incompetent, or, perhaps the plan was to
stimulate enough public complaints to prevent political will for further cuts? The latter seems to
indicate the former in any event.
NAV CANADA implements more Service Cuts without following Process Agreed To ?
Just as an addendum to the previous note (above) Nav Canada says this recent cut "was not a
service reduction", so no formal procedure was required. Seems the cuts they announced in
November left a level of service below a level which would have required a formal review of cuts
announced in April?
TRICKY ?
The Transportation Safety Board makes Incompetent Recommendations based on .... what
exactly?
The Federal Government circulated Aviation Safety Letter "TP 185E, Issue 3/2011 back in
October. Final Report A09P0156 should scare anyone in aviation, anyone who pays taxes, or
anyone who flies even occasionally.
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To summarize, the conclusions they make and publish (at our expense) are not substantiated by
the facts in the case. In fact, logically they are contra-indicated. When I complained a dialogue
began where at first I was minimized, then brushed off. When finally persistence and logic
prevented them from ignoring me I was directed to the Head Investigator.
The head investigator informed me he had no legal training, but that was OK because he didn't
need those skills to conduct an investigation, but TSB did not need to worry about rules of law as
they are exempt from Charter of Rights obligations.
He informed me that "Dramatic restrictions on all your Non-Certified aircraft" have been
announced in Ottawa as recently as the weekend before we talked (Feb. 2012). And he added;
"From now on none of you, amateur built, owner maintained, ultralight, any others, will be
allowed to do annual inspections or 100 hour inspections." He added more and more alarming
detail which I have documented and can provide. By the end he kind of agreed the facts in this
case did not support his published conclusions, but maintained they were still warranted because
he “just knows.”.
What can you add to this kind of logic. TSB operates using unique rules, in a pseudo-legal way,
seldom being called to account before actual legal review. On those few occasions where
competent legal review actually happens we find statements like that from Ontario Judge Phelan
who, in TC vs Boyd, states “the Canadian Air Regulations are so confusing they make the Tax
Regulations look like elegant prose." Or, try looking up litigation against Wapiti Aviation in
Alberta. There the court ruled TC was 50% responsible for an accident, and there are other cases
like this.
Recent publicity in the major media have TC officials "unofficially" saying the problem is one of
lack of officers to do sufficient enforcement. We know that so long as they can bamboozle
everyone with bad law they have job security with impunity. Check out 2012 Response to TSB
Zealous restrictions .
The Yukon Government Prohibits any aircraft from landing on skis?
We all know how Government operates, and how sometimes it appears that their enthusiasm to
create more rules exceeds the need. Here as a perfect example of how the end of private aviation
can be forecast:
A COPA member from Dawson City found the grader operator removed all the snow from the
taxi-way in front of her hanger thus preventing her from moving her ski-only air plane out to an
area suitable for take off. She asked the grader operator to leave an inch or two there to allow taxi
across on skis.
She was in turn contacted by Mr. Mark Ritchie, Superintendent of Community Airports for the
Yukon Government, whom she again asked if some of it could be left next time. Here is part of
his answer on Dec.29, 2010;
"We are not able to support off-runway activities such as a ski strip since Transport Canada
requires all operations to be in compliance with our operations certificate and Airport Operations
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Manual. In this age of regulatory standards and liability, it is no longer possible to allow
aircraft to operate off of the available and approved movement areas. "

When questioned by our members to clarify his statement Mr. Ritchie repeated himself on Dec
30, 2010;
"...Transport Canada has also advised us that we cannot allow off-runway take-offs and landings
except on the available runway. Allowing any activities that do not meet the conditions of our
operating certificate can subject us to administrative fines, liability and possible suspension of
our operating certificate. If Dawson City Airport were to lose its operating certificate, Air North
would be unable to provide scheduled service to the community, as Transport Canada requires
airport certification in order for scheduled service to occur. We have no doubt that Air North’s
insurer also requires certified airports for the scheduled service. So we are just not prepared to
risk losing the operating certificate for the Dawson City Airport .
We acknowledge the long-held argument regarding “pilot’s discretion” but there is no clear
jurisprudence on this issue and we expect that argument will be contested in court sooner or later.
We also acknowledge that there have been inconsistencies regarding authorizations for landing
off-runway at some Yukon airports. In part, this has come from our reluctance to comply with
Transport Canada ’s previous warnings on allowing off-runway activities.
..."

(Remember, the issue arrises from one pilots request to use her light aircraft on skis in Dawson
City.)
But Mr Ritchie's message is absolutely clear, it is against the law to land off of the runway, and
worse, he threatens that if anyone does it they will be the cause of a disruption of all aviation
service to the City of Dawson by Air North. He says Transport Canada requires this. He also says
the Yukon Government disagrees with the principle of a pilots discretion to evaluate safety while
flying, and is even looking to contest this in court.
Wow! This position is contrary not only to logic, but to all legal precedent in Canada.
So, our members in Dawson City contacted the Transport Canada authority quoted, Mr. Dean
Zimmer, in Edmonton. Mr Zimmer informed them that Mr. Ritchie's view was not the same as
Transport Canada's, there is no restriction from landing off the prepared surface, and a pilot does
retain the authority to evaluate what is safe, and that they had contacted Mr. Ritchie to discuss
this. Our members reply to Mr. Ritchie on Jan 15, 2011 confirms;
"...Dean Zimmer, Superintendent for Aerodromes, MOT sent me a note,(I am sure, you received
it as well) with regards to off runway use and the designation of ski strips beside a runway.
According to Dean Zimmer, the operator of Dawson Airport could designate any suitable area
beside the runway as a ski strip.
Also, as I always assumed, landing beside the runway is at the discretion of the pilot and not
prohibited by Transport Canada and in no way would jeopardize the certification of the airport.
Of course all the responsibilities remain with the pilot should a mishap occur...."

This is a significant deviation from the truth by YTG ! (Editorial ....this issue does not end yet)
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Aircraft Prohibited by YTG from Landing
The Yukon Government announced that ALL AIRCRAFT MUST LAND ON PAVED
SURFACES. YukonAirports Superintendent Mark Ritchie states that this is now a requirement
from Transport Canada. Of course this is outrageous as it is absurd. Some aircraft are designed
and/or equipped only for grass or ski take=offs and landings. No sooner was this announced than
zealous YTG employees in Dawson City apparently tried to apply the rule to a US registered
aircraft serving the Yukon Quest dog-sled race, and the result was a damaged aircraft and a lot of
hard feelings.
The local MP (Larry Bagnel) contacted the Federal Minister of Transport (Chuck Strahl) and
together with the YTG Minister of Transportation (Archie Lang) they managed to demand a
solution. Unfortunately the bureaucrats now didn't want to be embarrassed by backing down, so
they created a new LICENCE that a pilot must get ahead of time from the Yukon Government.
Once a pilot has this new licence they may land off the paved surface.
This is the product of our finest Federal minds, and some new COPA delegates (retirees
from Transport Canada of course), but I just can't bring myself to support the creation of a
new rule as a means to resolve a problem we never really had.
What is interesting is that it is now legal for me to land my Super-Cub in the ditch between the
Alaska Highway and the Whitehorse airport, but not legal to land on the cleared and grassed field
bordering the airstrip on the other side of the fence.
IRONY ALERT:
The late Priemer of the Yukon, John Ostachek, himself demonstrated the need for aircraft to land
where the pilot deems safe. John arrived at CYXY one windy afternoon in his Maule M6 with
extra-large tundra tires needed for his Outfitting business. When he touched the tires onto the
pavement the result was an instant catapult onto his back and a significant insurance loss. These
tires are simply not viable on pavement, no matter what the Airport administration says.
Sadly this whole situation reflects the Yukon Governments approach to aviation. You may recall
Mr Ritchie, Superintendent of Community Airports is of the same Yukon Government office that
refuses to inform private pilots of the radio frequency needed to activate the runway lights
in Dawson City because he fears that having that knowledge would only encourage us to abuse
Day VFR rules!
There is a pattern apparent. At the same time Yukon pilots are repeatedly told by YTG that there
have been no reductions in service we find there are less runways for skis, or tundra wheels. We
are told there are no increased fees, but suddenly everyone who parks on the airport is required to
buy $ 2,000,000 liability insurance naming the Yukon Government as the insured. (This type of
insurance was not even available three years ago.) This is the very simplest form of hypocrisy.
The Yukon Government and Transport Canada both play a incestuous game of misrepresenting
the law and blaming the other. There is mutual if not formal collusion between both
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Governments in this machiavellian mis-administration of Aviation Regulations. What a wasteful
process this has created. It shows many things but maturity and trust building isn't any of them.
The absurdity didn't end here of course.
Update to this story - April 29 , 2011. There is a Federal election underway, meaning
that at this time there is no sitting Government, (including a Minister of Transport.) I have just
received word from YTG that bureaucrats in Ottawa at Transport Canada have decided that the
previous decision (provided to us by the Minister Chuck Strahl) was incorrect and that TC 's
position is once again that no one shall land on any airport unless it is upon a designated landing
surface. It seems we created a licencing regime that was pointless, the cause was not addressed,
and the TC bureaucracy is willing to thumb their nose at their own Minister if they think they can
get away with it (and they obviously do).
August 2013
More Yukon Government Absurdity
-At the recent (2013) international COPA fly-in, a confused and worried Yukon Territorial
bureaucracy turned a week-long fly through of over 50 aircraft into an "SMS" exercise where
they did everything they could conceive of to reduce their own liability.
Warranted or not, it resulted in prohibitions against our use of out-houses, dumpsters, water tanks,
fire pits, the closing of the CYXY campground, deliberately not servicing others, the removal of
commercial re-fueling facilities mid-way through the week, and the misuse of NOTAM
procedures to prohibit the use of some airstrips. Absurd? Yes! Accurate? Unfortunately!
-Another decision by the Yukon Government is that we are not to be allowed access to our leased
properties unless we obtain a Yukon Government Airport Vehicle Operators Permit. So far, $2
Million Dollars in additional insurance will be required by YTG specifying them as the insured.
-The expansion of Canada Customs at the Terminal is now complete (at a cost of $16 Million).
Sadly, because ALL the international flights have ceased it is currently not open for use (They
could have repaved all surfaces for less).
-If you are using the parallel runway (13L / 31R) and access it using taxi-way "Alpha" use
caution. If you have small tail wheel like I do on my RV-8 I suggest you ask to cross using "19",
damage results otherwise!
-There has been a lot of confusion about aircraft parking and about the availability of hanger lots
at CYXY. If you are thinking about trying to build a hanger click HERE for a summary of the
process and how one person managed to do it recently.
ELTs...The "SECOND LAST" word from Transport Canada ?
The Federal Government announced that we must all switch to a new type of Emergency Locator
Beacon because the Department of National Defence (DND) was concerned they didn’t know
who owned a beacon when the signal was received. After complete review the FAA in the
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United States decided NOT to make pilots change because there was no indication this would
result in an improvement in safety, and new technology was coming that would change the nature
of the issue in any event. But....pressed by DND and Transport Canada we were told we MUST
change (cost to me about $1500 to $2000)
May 5, 2009, news release is that the Minister of Transport John Baird refused to sign the
regulation presented by his bureaucracy. Finally, someone has listened to reason, too bad a lot of
us private flyers are already out thousands of dollars.
Now, lets set up a modern (GPS ?) based alerting and homing system that makes sense.
Kudos to John Baird for having the guts to look beyond what his mandarins are trying to peddle
to him, and to stand up against them. Too often our elected officials are victims of a manipulative
bureaucracy which can feed them controlled propaganda and obstruct any challenges by their
supposed masters. Baird could easily have just "gone along", but he didn't, he smelled the rat,
and acted, and I appreciate it. Maybe he can stick around for a while.
Flight Service Frequency Fiasco
All Yukon pilots received a letter from the Mandarins from down South telling us that all aircraft
on the Whitehorse RCO (almost everyone in the Yukon) are no longer to use 126.7 or 122.2 for
"Flight Information Services" (flight information requests, filing flight plans etc.). Instead we are
supposed to use a new frequency 123.275 MHz,
BUT, lots of us have radios incapable of receiving or transmitting on that frequency. There are
still aircraft that fly completely legally with no radios at all. Apparently, before this decision was
made back in Ottawa a year ago, this was pointed out to the Government. The response from
NavCan at the committee was; "Well then they should buy new radios!"
So, similar to the ELT decision below, some of us face buying new radios and having them
installed at considerable cost because a bureaucrat in Ottawa says she thinks it is a god idea. Net
cost to her = $0, net cost to me $ 1,500.00. The sad fact is this change is not based on any need
(the frequency is not congested up here). Since most private aircraft have only one radio they are
only capable of monitoring one frequency at a time. In the last ten minutes before an aircraft
approaching from the West can land at Whitehorse they must; change from 126.7 (en route) to
123.275 (for updates and traffic), to 126.7 (to transit the training area), to 118.3 (to enter the
zone), to 123.2 (to pass over Cousins strip), back to 118.3 (to enter the pattern), to 121.9 (to close
flight plans and taxi).
This will probably result in a considerable decrease in flight safety. The needless distraction (you
are after all talking to the same person through most of these changes) may preclude watching
outside the aircraft for other aircraft. And, if for procedural or technical reasons you can't file, or
update a flight plan, then there is absolutely going to be more false alarms for search and rescue,
which was DND's driving reason for demanding new ELT's .
Confused? Frustrated? So am I, and if the Government stays true to form they will tell us in two
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years that no one is using the service, close it, and move the RCO to Kelowna, no to Montreal,
(with our weather forecasters).
And.......we know too that Transport Canada has made a rule prohibiting the Community Air
Radio Station people from giving any information about traffic, regardless of dangers, because of
liability. If this is news to you....check out my "Foolish Rules" item, below. There is more!
* UPDATE* March 31, 2009 - The manager at NavCan today informs me that they have
changed their minds yet again and that they will follow through on forcing us onto 123.275 Mz.
He (Ray) tried to get me to say he had never said otherwise, which I find as alarming as the latest
reverse in decision. He stated that all radios manufactured in the last 15 years are capable of
tuning in the new extensions so in his opinion no one has an excuse for not using it. The
bureaucratic arrogance of this conversation was appalling.
UPDATE: The unofficial word is that NavCan was "not prepared for the response by local users"
and has decided to reverse their decision. IF they follow through on this it is surprising, rare, and
commendable. Stay tuned.
WAC Charts Disappearing
You may have noticed how difficult it is to find up to date navigation charts of any kind? The
Canadian Air Regulations require pilots to carry up to date charts at all times. But the Government
printer stopped printing them because of a shortage of ink.
When Transport Canada and Nav Can were asked by COPA over a year ago if they would relax
the regulation requiring us to carry "up to date" charts because they were, after all, not making
them, the official answer was a clear "NO" !
Now NavCan proposes to stop producing the WAC chart some of us in the North use instead
because of "low demand". (NavCan is conducting a survey..check it out.) But, of course we still
need to carry up to date charts to be "legal".
Confused? Frustrated? Me too!
More Confusing TC Law - ELT Update;
Well the deadline came...and went. All of us flying private aircraft in Northern Canada are
grounded unless we buy the Department of National Defence (did I mean Transport
Canada?) approved version of an ELT. The whole issue is summed up on the COPA National
page. Transport Canada defied logic, ignored reality, and adopted an expensive solution to what
was only a perceived administrative need.
There are a few outstanding issues, like it is not actually the law. But then the new requirements
were not based on any concern for law or increased safety for pilots or passengers, or better
performance of search and rescue, or any justifiable purpose or logical reason other than to allow
the Government agencies to reduce their involvement in aviation.
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My favorite saying "lex malla, lex nulla" (or 'BAD LAW IS NO LAW') is now "lex nulla lex
nulla". We have to wonder how much this exercise cost the taxpayer?
Here is one final, confusing point. The United States (who are world leaders in almost everything
to do with aviation) has decided NOT to make their pilots do this, The official position is that it
is not going to result in any increased safety, and, they have decided to wait for "new"
technology which is coming. When this "new" technology (probably real-time satellite
transponders) arrives in the next two or three years you can bet that Transport Canada will make
us change again.
Is anyone else in the situation I am in? The American manufacturer of my existing ELT is
rushing a 406 MHz version into production for us, but the US Air Force has to test it (they own
the satellites) then the FAA needs to test it, then it has to be put onto the Transport Canada's
approved list. You can imagine how fast each of these bureaucracies will act. This isn't going to
happen for months, if I'm lucky.
If I wait until it is ready I can simply remove my existing (fully functional) ELT, and replace it
with the new version.....existing wiring can be used. If Transport Canada does NOT allow me to
wait, then I need to rip out and modify my instrument panel, all the wiring, and the antennae
location. (Only to do this all again in 3 or 4 more years when the Americans switch to "new"
technology?)
SPOT , or not ?
SPOT is not perfect, we are on the edge of range, but I firmly recommend that all of us flying in
Yukon obtain and carry a SPOT beacon or a satellite phone , or both, on our persons. "The fact is
ELT's fail more often than they function", and the new 406 will not change that statistic. Tune in
121.5 en route if you can.
More Management Problems at Yukon Airports;
Development and improvement of airports in Yukon has been frozen. The Vision 2020 Plan has
been abandoned.
To fully understand how this situation developed you need to know the history of the current
airport management structure. Originally the "Feds" (Transport Canada) operated the airports,
and in doing so had access to virtually unlimited financial resources. They created a sizable
bureaucracy, volumes of rules, and an impressive infrastructure. But that growth came at a cost
( efficiency ? ) and soon the Federal Government turned all the airports over to the Provinces/
Territories, along with a "FIXED" budget. What they retained was the rule making authority and
this turned out to be the key failure in the system.
Transport Canada continued to regulate and enforce standards that they themselves hadn't been
able to meet. Costs and problems grew. Infrastructure deteriorated. The Provinces and Territories
tried to defer some of the problems by turning development authority over to the Municipalities
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in which the airports were located. This created a complex system of regulation and decision
making virtually insurmountable by most people trying to fly off the airport properties.
A good example was the construction of my private hanger at the Whitehorse Airport; It took
more than a year and two trips to City Council Chambers to get the City of Whitehorse to issue
a building permit for a simple wood frame/steel clad structure without power, water, or sewer.
Water was the issue for City bureaucrats. They claimed I had to have "fire-fighting" capability,
and in the absence of water mains, were holding me to install a dry chemical system into the
building. This cost the bureaucrat nothing, but was going to be an added cost to me in excess of
$100,000.00.
What I eventually discovered was that the City and Yukon Territorial Government were
fighting over water and had been for years. The City wants new mains to service new
subdivisions above the airport, and wants YTG to put them in.
YTG maintains it is not their problem, so the City refuses to issue building permits. (All this even
though this is still "Federal" land and and the Supreme Court of Canada is still defining who has
authority over it.)
Finally the City of Whitehorse collected about $600.00 in "Fees" from me and gave their
blessing, But, now YTG Airports stepped in to ask that I delay construction for a few months
until new access roads could be put in and power lines moved. (That turned into another year of
delay.) They also created new maps and laid out and surveyed in new water mains, which have
subsequently been cancelled.
Want more?
Add to this needless confusion the fact that the two largest steel hangers currently on the
Whitehorse Airport, are owned by the Yukon Government. It probably wouldn't surprise anyone
to learn that we are not allowed access to these existing hangers, and in fact they are both needed
by Dept. of Highways to store old furniture and typewriters.
And more?
Here is another revelation to fuel our cynicism; the Aviation and Marine Services
budgets were cut to fund the expansion of the Whitehorse terminal. This expansion is "required"
by Canada Customs whose officials refuse to work in existing cramped conditions when they
process Condor's flights, once a week, in summer, that may not even continue.
Six Federal Bureaucrats don't like their work environment, pull out their "rule-book" and demand
the expenditure of millions of dollars, to the detriment of all other airports in the Yukon. I wish I
was wrong, I know I am not.
If you are still with me I will add one more twist to the use of your tax money at the airports in
Yukon.
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Airports here are managed by "Aviation and Marine Services" branch of the Yukon Territorial
Government (YTG). In dealing with these people I have found them to be professional and
reasonable.
But, there seems to be problems in the overall operation and development of Yukon airports
caused by the YTG budgeting process. This is because "Aviation & Marine Services" is an
adopted cousin of YTG Department of Highways, who they report to. (Highways has been the
favored child ever since the US Army came through and willed the whole thing to them.) The
aviation guys work hard to get a realistic budget only to be cut every time spoiled big-brother
needs something. Effectively Airports are good places to "store" money while scrutiny is on, and
easy to squelch when they are skinned again to fund the newest fashion.
The solution is to give them some guaranteed base funding and not make them "compete" with
that other gang of bullies; "PLEASE SIR, CAN I HAVE SOME MORE?"
Now is a good time for those in the communities to increase pressure on the Yukon Government
for facility improvement and better maintenance. All levels of Government are looking at
infrastructure projects in light of the "economic situation". Because the Highways Department is
ultimately in charge of the airports we tend to be "low priority after routine highway
maintenance" as one past Highways Superintendent informed me once. And with the economic
focus shifting to strategic infrastructure the availability of our airports for medi-vacs, fire
fighting, and other emergency and economic purposes must be kept in mind by the decision
makers.
Weather Forecasting is now a Farce, (and here is why...directly from the “horses” mouth);
Anybody else notice how bad the forecasts have been? In February the forecast was out by 20
degrees for over 12 hours. And we saw forecast overnight lows ten degrees warmer than current
temperature.
Since the removal of forecasters from the Yukon to Kelowna, and then from Kelowna to
Montreal, the needs of 30,000 people are the very bottom priority. (This statement from a
Government manager.) We are almost completely automated up here, and failures are
starting to show.
Remember the story Environment Canada forecasters told us at our COPA meeting a few years
back;
The Federal Government’s weather office used to be at the Whitehorse airport and all worked
well. But, then Transport Canada decided to start charging Environment Canada rent for the
space. (slightly incestuous ...the Federal Government billing the Federal Government with our tax
dollars?)
Anyway, billed at the "commercial" rate it now made sense to the decision makers at Environment
Canada to build a new building for $ 1,500,000.00 (the brown building now at the bottom of
Hamilton Drive and Alaska Highway) rather than pay rent to another Federal department. They
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paid to tear down their existing building and restore the property at the airport to "pristine"
condition.
Then, within the year, but before the forecasters moved into their new digs, they were all either
laid off or relocated to Kelowna.
To replace them Environment Canada wheeled in a $1,000,000.00 "Fully Automated Unmanned
Upper Air Station" (thats what it says down the side of the fancy trailer covered with antennas
sitting beside the same new building).
It promptly quit working as soon as it got cold. It turned out it was never designed for winter use.
And too, since the weather balloons it launched cost nearly $200 each, the Fed’s decided to cut
back to one balloon a day, as a cost saving measure.
(Oh, yes then Environment Canada spent $130,000.00 "renovating" the brand new building so
they could rent it out to another Yukon Government Department.)
And, then, at the same time all this was going on, the Canadian Government got into an argument
with the Americans and couldn't agree on sharing the use of the Alaskan forecasts (Now we know
why the weather patterns start or end at the Alaska border according to Environment Canada ? ).
And, Environment Canada then offended the YTG Forestry towers and CARs stations telling
them their "wrong union" observers were incompetent to make the observations "reliably" and
stopped getting and using their local weather observations. It turned out that up to now
Environment Canada were selling them back their own observations at the same time.
So, today all forecasts in Yukon are based on a satellite picture, and one balloon a day, evaluated
in Montreal. We can hardly be surprised that they are useless I guess. There might be some good
news, Environment Canada has lost the contract to supply NavCan with aviation forecasting next
year. It will likely go to a private contractor. Now if we just get back that tax money we pay for
the service?
It is imperative that we push for real-time weather cameras like the Alaskans have, they are
very inexpensive and completely intuitive.
I wrote this, and then noticed in the media that the the "Commissioner for the Environment" just
published a report that tells a story of worn-out, broken and dilapidated weather forecasting
systems. The commissioner himself, Scott Vaughn, says the situation is unlikely to change in
future.
* Editorial - December 2016 the Federal Government announced the purchase of a new Central Computer to do
all weather forecasting at a cost of $ 43,000,000.00 (Forty Three Million Dollars), and it failed!

YTG vs Transport Canada (He Said - She Said)
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In late 2014 YTG announced the closure of Runway 19 as a requirement placed on them by
Transport Canada. All local aviators responded with astonishment and complaints.
Meetings with YTG Aviation and Marine staff and politicians drew the battle lines but the bottom
line was paved in writing, YTG was not going to back down, quoting Transport Canada
authorities.
But, then, the inevitable happened, The local Canadian Owners and Pilots Association went
directly to the Minister of Transport in Ottawa for explanation. The Ministers response was a
very clear, very damning letter (that you can locate in my list of .pdf correspondence - http://
www.yukonflying.com/Documents/2014%20Closing%20Runway%2019.pdf), it states “...all
decisions with respect to Runway 19/01 rest with the Yukon Government and not Transport
Canada.” A point the letter makes several times. The resulting silence was deafening.
Foolish Rules;
Here is a good example of false rules; Did you know that we are not allowed to know the
frequency needed to activate the runway lights in Dawson City? The Yukon Government has
decided that if we know how to activate them in an emergency because, according to Mark
Ritchie, “ ...you might use them, and that might make us liable.”
They would rather have us crash in the dark in an emergency situation!
To make an absurd situation even worse, YTG claims that if Transport Canada change their
"designation" of the Dawson City airport on paper (from "aerodrome" to "airstrip"), then they say
the situation “is completely different” and they can then tell us how to turn the lights for an
emergency landing. Another example of blame shifting and
It's true!
( I wonder if in an emergency we'll need to use other frequencies we don't have? By then it will be
to contact someone in an RCO in Edmonton who will have no idea where Dawson City is ? From
there they will dispatch search and rescue out of Comox BC in their new replacement aircraft,
which is apparently going to be faster than the "outdated and slow Buffalo”, but might actually be
the same Buffalo airframe they have now with new engines, they haven't decided?)
All this might Not be Illogical Actions After All;
AN EXPLANATION ? :
All these seemingly bizarre actions by Government (in particular Transport Canada) are not so
illogical if we again look at history;
Back when aviation was healthy the bureaucracy was much smaller, and more efficient. But two
air accidents changed all that. The first was the crash of "WAPITI Aviation", out of Grande
Prairie, in about 1976 that killed a local politician (I believe it was Grant Notly), and several
others. In the impending lawsuits the Courts found the Minister of Transport was 50%
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responsible for the deaths because his officials had failed to do their jobs. (Regulatory
Negligence was described in the Judges ruling).
The marching orders for Transport Canada since that time have been to; "...reduce the Ministers
liability". And they have done a good job. Every bureaucrat at Transport Canada (mostly Military
retiree's) knows the task is ;
1. Make MANY rules- so that it is difficult for the pilot not to be found "non-compliant" in
any situation.
2. Make the rules extremely complicated and difficult to understand -(Try reading C.A.R.s,
then compare to any other law) so know one can tell if the are "guilty' or not.
3. Create many official 3rd party entities and force the public to deal with them instead for
the services you used to provide (IE Ministers Designates program,), that effectively puts
layers between the Minister and the "problem"
4. Switch to "self-regulating" requirements for aviation operators, then designate your
officials role as only "auditors" so the public not you are responsible.
5. Spend tremendous amount of time and money on these audits ( because spending $ =
progress), so you must be doing a good job?
6. Deviate away from the system of courts and legal safeguards provided for other Canadian
citizens towards a "Kangaroo" court system with unique rules for all players and
procedures that defy "Charter of Rights" guarantees. (Avoid real courts).
7. Use fines and threaten arbitrary suspension of privileges for minor infractions to
promote "guilty pleas" and prevent complaints. (Ask anyone who has been through this
process.)
8. In an extensive (expensive ?) program of propaganda publicize every accident and
infraction to justify all this on a "SAFETY" banner. No one dare challenge that.

This all sounds pretty cynical I know. Unfortunately it is factual, logical, and predictable. To
quote Judge Judy (not my usual legal authority) "If it makes sense we know it must be true". The
key to changing this pattern of behaviour is to recognize it and then to refuse to stay with status
quo.
Blog Style begins HERE....
December, 2015
Big news on radio today is that the Million plus dollars spent resurfacing the ramp (a
project that is ten years past itʼs planned completion date) in front of the terminal was
wasted because it was not done properly and had to be removed and replaced. Of
course they carefully place blame on the contractor.
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That reminds me....
This fall we watched as contracted dump trucks moved thousands of yards of soil that
was contaminated with hydrocarbons from the South end of the airport property around
to the North end of the airport where it could be spread out and “remediated” (cleaned).
AND ... Thats alarming to me because, after spending 12 million to build a sewage
system no one wanted or needed or can even use in most cases, the contractor,
backfilled the trenches with fuel contaminated soil he moved down onto the airport from
the contaminated site at the old “White Pass Tank Farm”.
AND... Thats even more alarming to me because it was coincident with new leases for
us on the airport that made us responsible for ALL contamination found on our leases.
(Yes some of that contaminated soil was used to fill the trenches on my lease).
Feb. 10, 2016
Today I pulled the Cub out of the hanger only to find the Yukon Govt. snow blower had
broken down blocking me in. I waited and eventually managed to get around him
carefully and went out for a half hour or more of circuits. When I got back I found they
had pulled it into my taxi-way with a loader and completely blocked me out. I waited
again while they chained it up and pulled it away. The staff apologized, and I noted the
thing is older than anyone working on the YTG maintenance crew.
Its alarming because I know that years ago YTG HIghways vetoed the purchase of a
new one insisting it was too expensive and their Capital Budget was needed for Highway
graders (which is apparently still their priority).
Feb 15, 2016
Today I went in to the Whitehorse Airport office to see if I could find out about my hanger
lease. (I signed it back on Nov 11, 2014 as they requested, and returned it, and never
saw it again.) The clerk referred me to the Real Estate manager who gave me a copy of
what I had signed, and who informed me; “I said NO to it”, “I wont have that”.
OK, so thats why it was not approved! But I wondered, what else was coming? She
went on to clearly inform me;
- The new lease “does not protect the Government, and does not protect the taxpayer” , She repeated this
point twice. (I guess I am not included in the later group?)
- The fuel contaminated soil that was trucked onto our leases to backfill the sewer project was not
contaminated soil and she quoted some authority in YTG Environment.
- She felt new leases might be ready from “LEGAL” within a month.
- I will not like the new leases because it will have clauses I wont like and thats just the way it is.
- Transport Canada has demanded these new conditions.
- If I donʼt like the new lease my choice is not to lease from the Government. (she repeated this at least
twice)

I sat there in her office like a public school truant getting the school-marmʼs lecture, at
one point, when I stood up to leave, she raised her voice and said “You sit down...”.
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I did explain that I would be contacting Transport Canada to explore the new clauses
(whatever they might be), and she stopped momentarily and glared over the top of her
glasses at me. I suggested there was a difference between my lease and those for Air
North or Alkan Air and she denied this, there will only be one kind of lease she states.
I was polite, I didnʼt argue, I thanked her and left as soon as allowed. I canʼt wait to see
the new clauses in the new lease.
My conclusions, based on what was said at this meeting is that this is personal to her
and that she believes I should not be there on the airport, either because I am a liability
or possibly because I donʼt pay high enough rents, and she would prefer me gone. (This
is the same person named responsible by Yukon Government staff who I caught peeking
into hanger windows and taking pictures a while back. When confronted they stated they
were under orders; “...working for Marilyn, making sure only aviation uses are made of
these leases.”)
I was once told that “When you stand on your principles you can be sure they will be
tested”.
Feb 19, 2016
Today I got a call from some floatplane owners who operate from Schwatka Lake. Erica
Beasley from the City of Whitehorse wants to move all the docks along the South shore
at the North end to make room for a new public boat dock and parking lot. (There goes
about $250,000.00 Tax Dollars?)
The move doesn’t recognize that by doing this the floatplanes are moved out and are
exposed to the open and both docks and airplanes will take a terrible pounding from any
South wind (about 75% of the winds are from the South). Because the lake turns
shallow in the new location the wave action is magnified and float planes are not made
for the pounding they will receive if moved. This has all been explained to her, and I
made verbal and written submissions to the City explaining this. I also cautioned about
assuming liability and about Charter risks in demanding people provide ownership and
use details.
I also was approached a week or so back by some other pilots for my advice on
answering the same lady’s demands for aircraft fuel volumes and refueling techniques.
Plainly she is preparing an “Environmental Risk Justification” for her campaign.
Since I was the manager of Environment Canada’s program responsible for this very
thing from 1994 to 2008 I think I have the credentials to dismiss the risk of 100LL fuel in
water on scientific basis (It is low specific gravity (it floats), it is volatile (it evaporates
very quickly), and there are very low soluble components (it doesn’t mix in water) and so
any loss of fuel dissipates before it becomes a real threat. In repeated testing no fuel
was ever present in Schwatka Lake (that can’t be said for Fecal colliforms which were
frequently two to three times above acceptable limits.). Add to that, in the 14 years I was
there there was never any loss or accident from aircraft. Even when vehicles plunged
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into the lake (and that happened several times) there was very little hydrocarbon loss
and no impact of significance.
What is ironic is that the City is facilitating boat use and spending tax money
encouraging that. How much two cycle oil is deposited into the lake by a boat with a two
cycle engine? (The answer is.......all of it! 2 cycle oil is designed not to be consumed in
the combustion cycle, but rather to survive to exhaust to provide lubrication.)
But then, this is all about one persons perception, so all this doesn’t matter?
Feb 21, 2016
Today I got a call from the leaseholder one-down from me who is reviewing his future at
the Airport and wanted to discuss it with me.
He informs me he received an email from Marilyn Seaman yesterday in which she
offered to renew his lease with the existing conditions providing he submits a “Proposal
for New Project” form and a “Spill Management Plan”.
I am looking forward to receiving the same message, or if I don’t, exploring the reason
why.
March 2, 2016
I still have had no more contact from Marilyn Seaman at YTG about my lease (see
below), but I have a copy of her email to Kelly one week after I met with her, where she
states to him;
WH 51-069 expired July 14, 2015. You have the option to renew for an additional 10-year term under the
existing terms and conditions.
Please complete the attached Project Application if you want to renew WH 51-039.
Please include a fuel spill plan with the Project Application.
Call or email me if you have any questions.
Marilyn Seaman

Wow! His lease expired 8 months ago, and he can renew with no new new terms or
conditions (from Transport Canada or anyone else). My lease expired 17 months ago
and I am not allowed to renew.
March 4, 2016
Time for a review of the lease situation (explored below); Here are the facts from the
taxpayer/user perspective (mine);
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1. My first lease (WH-51-066) was accepted Jan. 2005. It contained my hand written exclusion requiring
that I NOT be liable for contamination already on the property (because of issues on neighboring
leases). The exclusion was approved.
2. Just prior to the expire y of this lease a major water and sewer installation project was undertaken by
YTG. At the end of this project the contractor backfilled all the trenches (including those on my, and
my neighbors leases) with soil taken from the Contaminated Sight at the Upper Tank Farm.
3. The contamination was so noticeable, and offensive to everyone that I and my neighbors sampled it
and sent it out for testing to a lab at our own expense.
4. At this point in time my (and some of my other neighbors) new lease arrived from YTG. It was
dramatically different than the previous one, many new caveats had been added, including 9 dealing
with just such contamination. A brief summary of the requirements of what was being offered as my
new lease (now called WH-51-908) included;
2 (c) and (d) which gave me 14 days following its activation to prove I actually use the lease for
aviation, and aviation only...
3 (a) , and 5. The lease was now only for 5 years and could only be renewed after I hired (at my
expense of course) a professional engineering firm to produce a satisfactory engineering report for
the land and building, and each subsequent 5 year renewal would require the same engineering
study.....
21 (a), I would be responsible for “ALL” hydrocarbon contamination, forever, and YTG would
undertake to clean it and bill me even if the lease no longer was in force....
22 (a) But, In any event I was not allowed to vacate until I engaged a “professional engineering
company” to undertake an “assessment” and certify the site clean. (It added YTG would not be
liable for any contaminants after the date of that assessment...) ...
And...the only clause that had been removed, was any obligation for YTG to notify me of
any Rent Increases.
5. I signed this draft lease reluctantly, penning our reluctance to accept ownership of the contamination,
JUST EXACTLY AS I DID IN MY PERVIOUS APPROVED LEASE! And we waited...17 months
6. Jan 15, 2015 I wrote the Minister responsible at YTG to ask he review this situation.
7. Feb 25, 2016 Marilyn Seaman (YTG Airport Realty and Business Coordinator) finally wrote
leaseholders advising the fuel contaminated soil used to backfill meets the “Commercial” standard and
it was “appropriate” to dump on our property. BUT, in the draft leases the Commercial level of
contamination is not referred to, instead it is silent and it implies ANY contamination is our
responsibility. A significant “oversight”.

And, it was under these conditions when I discovered my neighbor, whose lease expired
10 months after mine, had been offered his lease renewed for 10 Years.
March 18, 2016
No word from the Government on my denied lease renewal, but I was informed
yesterday that Victor Menkel sold his lease to Gerd and Christoph last fall, and Marilyn
renewed it FOR 30 YEARS! Wow! I believe there are a few leases that have been
issued since mine expired that were given “99 Year” terms. I guess none of us is
surprised.
I flew the Cub out to Braeburn last week for lunch. The strip had about 4 inches of old
snow. While there Steve (owner) asked if I could use my influence (thats ironic), to get
YTG to plow the Braeburn airstrip. He says he has been asking YTG all winter, to keep it
plowed but they rarely do. He said he asked again especially that they have it plowed for
the “Yukon Quest” race and they refused. I guess I’m not surprised.
When I bumped into a friend who works for YTG Highways maintenance he asked me
what I thought about snow removal at Carcross where he works. I told him I had been
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there three times since Christmas and could never safely land for the snow and
snowmobile tracks. He replied he had just plowed it and had tried to do the same
several times this winter and was told not to....it was not a “Highways” priority! I guess
I’m not surprised.
March 22, 2016
No news on getting a lease renewed, it’s been 18 months now since it expired. My
$100,000 investment is likely unsellable without it.
I just finished reviewing the plans for paving Dawson City Airport. I was on board when I
thought it was just another “simple” multi-million dollar project, but it is a slippery slope to
HUGE tax dollar expenditures.
Turns out, that if they pave Dawson City they likely have to pave Old Crow too. AND,
since paved run-ways are not as good in winter as gravel, they need all new snowremoval equipment, more maintenance staff, and new maintenance facilities (shops and
offices). AND a new terminal. AND since Canada Customs is involved in Dawson City
they demand their own Customs offices, a separate interrogation room, a jail-cell, and
separate lunch room in the new terminal (for use just 3 months a year?). The terminal
will be moved to the opposite side of the runway, and there needs to be new taxi-ways
and ramps. New roads and parking lots. New fueling facilities. New security measures.
The list is long and costly. I notice in the “list of stakeholders consulted” it includes no
private aviators. But I suggest you look for yourself at;
http://www.hpw.gov.yk.ca/pdf/DawsonAirportInfrastructureNeedsStudy.pdf)
March 24, 2016
YTG DIRECT “ATTACK” ON AIRCRAFT
What does it “cost” to argue with these people?
I have no lease, people who have built after me have been issued new 30 year leases.
People whose leases expired since mine have been renewed for 10 years. But mine
requires “legal review” before they promise to consider a 5 year lease, contingent on
unique conditions. Am I a special case?
In 40 years of aviation my only, but most bizarre “run-in” with authority occurred
yesterday with one of the employees at CYXY. Rather than explain, bellow is the report I
filed with Transport Canada;
•
•
•
•
•

At 11:00 am I was doing circuits in my Super Cub at CYXY.
I landed, cleared and taxied to the refueling facility where I re-fueled.
There were NO other aircraft on the ramps or taxiways anywhere as I refueled.
Once done I restarted and called "Ground" on 121.9
I received clearance to taxi from the refuel facility to taxiway Golf via Echo across Runway 01.
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• I began to taxi South directly towards taxiway "Echo".
• There were still NO aircraft or vehicles anywhere along the route.
• Approximately 1/2 way to "Echo" a white Airport truck suddenly came from my right side,
crossed in front of me, turned around, crossed in from again and stopped slightly to my right.
• The driver appeared to be about 50 years of age with beard and sun glasses.
• I asked the Tower what to do. They informed me;
• -"...you do have the legal right to be there", and
• -"...they are not supposed to play Chicken with the airplanes like that."
• The truck then moved back towards the Terminal and I continued on my way to taxiway Golf.
The truck made no radio call to me or the tower.
• I believe this truck was trying to force me to change direction. He passed within approximately 50
feet of me.
• At that time of day I am taxiing directly into the sun, and in a Super Cub with 30" tundra tires.
Had I not been paying attention I could have easily have hit him. At no time were there any other
aircraft or vehicles in front of the terminal or on the ramps or taxi-ways.
Sincerely
J George Balmer
Aircraft CFMHA

Keep in mind aircraft have the authority to transit these restricted areas under the
Canadian Air Regulations, so long as we do so without stopping. But what do you do
under an assault like this?
The attitude of the people employed by Yukon Aviation and Marine Services was
cooperative and professional in the early 2000’s. But they have been increasingly
illogical and adversarial over the last few years. In a relatively small group of public
servants in constant contact with each other does that attitude permeate the organization
and become an objective? And, at the risk of risk of becoming paranoid, can that attitude
become focused on an individual. Naw....in the real world that would take a lot of
coordination.
March 29, 2016
YTG INCONSISTENT
More on Leases....If you have been following this issue you might already know that the
YTG Tax Assessments Office on the bottom floor of the Lynn Building keep these
records. I went there today and talked to them. They showed me the books (on public
view), and explained that each lease is shown by; location, number, size, its term, validity
dates, its assessed values and the owner (although the Supervisor confided that
“Aviation is the worst Department in Yukon Government for providing this information.”
Anyway, at CYXY I see a 30 year lease, a few 25 year leases, some 20 year leases, lots
of 10 year leases, lots of 5 year leases, and some that seem to go year by year? There
is no clear division between Commercial leases or Private leases. For some reason my
hanger building has been assessed the second highest value of all my neighbors on
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“Golf” (must be because I keep it neat and clean?). So, when Marilyn says there is only
one kind of lease that claim plainly falls flat.
April 22, 2016
YTG POOR PRIORITY
More on Leases....My situation was discuss on the floor of the legislature yesterday. It
still doesn’t make sense, some people are getting leases and renewals while I am
denied. If they wanted consistent lease conditions you would think they could pick a
“sunset” date and have the small leases all expire on that date. (I still fail to see why my
20 m x 20 m unheated hanger is being viewed the same as a major airline with Multiple
hangers, rows of 737’s and hundreds of thousands of liters of Jet Fuel?) But, I will post
the transcript from Hansard on my Politics page in any event.
And, on a different note; I received another call from the organizers of the “Wings Over
Canada” tour coming up here in about six weeks. They estimate 100 aircraft spending
about a week here. (YTG management was made aware of this a couple of months
ago.) Yesterday I thought I would check and see if the campground at CYXY was
available for them. I took the following photo;

I can’t imagine anyone wanting to camp here anymore. The shelter stove, woodbox,
guest book, picnic tables, and outhouse were all removed prior to their last tour.
Following the excavation for the water and sewer project there is no grass left. The
message is very clear. No wonder the other flying tour that is scheduled to pass through
the Yukon this summer has by-passed Whitehorse and plans to fly directly from Watson
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Lake (where there is an excellent campground) to Dawson City where tourism is still a
priority.
April 29, 2016
Wed night I went to the Carcross Aviation meeting which was attended by C&TS Minister
Scott Kent. He listened to their concerns, and told us a few things; the Government
plans to spend 1 1/2 Million Dollar$ on the Whitehorse terminal for new washrooms,
bigger Security offices, and improved baggage handling. All he said about leases was
the “review” has to be complete before any renewals. And he mentioned a Million dollars
for small airstrip improvements (like Pelly) later this year. I only talked briefly with him
afterwards, but we tentatively made an appointment for meeting next week.
According to the Minister the new YTG Director drove out to Carcross Sunday to
participate in the flying breakfast, but no one of the 30 people there saw her?
May 2, 2016
Talk of IRONY!
This mornings CBC news is that; the City of Whitehorse announced last night it has
agreed with the Yukon Government to the “Lease-Purchase” of several hectares of
Airport Land to construct a new City Operations Facility. They are apparently paying
One dollar per year.
June 15, 2016
“CYXY is a Contaminated Sight”
I talked with Victor Menkel yesterday, who is temporarily back from Fiji. He informs me
he had no trouble selling his lease and hanger to Gerd and Christoph and getting Marilyn
to authorize a new 30 year lease this fall. Victor has offered me the name of his lawyer
and he suggests thats what I need to do. Apparently the politicians have been
flummoxed.
BUT…Then, just now I received a phone call from some of my old cohorts from
Environment Canada. They have formed a private company and have been engaged to
do a “Phase One Assessment” on Bruce Williams lot and hanger directly behind mine.
(Bruce is trying to sell his investment.) They thought I might be a good resource for
background information. Marilyn has decided this is required before any future sale or
lease renewal, but she had not informed them about the introduction of hydrocarbons
during the recent sewage trench backfilling. They asked and we talked about other
historic contamination, including the hydrocarbon contamination discovered by Florian
Gehmair on the lot Gerd and Christoph purchased, prior to the current structure being
built. We talked of the hydrocarbon remediation sight being created at the North end of
the airport, and the concrete and waste dump built at the South end that had to be dug
up and re-sorted last summer. We talked of historic military fuel losses and dump sites,
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and the “De-icing-solution” issue during all the years that ramp surface drains carried the
fluid into the creek.
What is plainly evident is that for 80 years successive Governments have been
creating and concentrating every form of environmental contamination on the
Whitehorse Airport property. It is only in the last two years that “Government” has
decided to dump the responsibility onto private citizens who lease from them.
The obvious, inevitable conclusion, now apparent, is that the entire airport will
eventually be designated as a contaminated site either by current, or future
standards.
By then most of us smaller tenants will be gone, chased off by costs, rules, or age.
August 3, 2016
YTG POOR MAINTENANCE
Gate Woes - So at start of May 2016 the Acting Manager e mailed all of us holding
leases along Avro Arrow Place (?) and informed us the gate was broken and would take
a day to fix. He appreciated our patience.
It’s August now, the gate isn’t fixed, and everyone is using alternate access (including,
unfortunately for me, the narrow strip alongside my hanger on my lease which is the only
way for many people to get access without going around on the taxi-ways). No BIG deal,
but another indicator of priorities (or “lack of priorities’ in some cases).
August 3, 2016
TRANSPORT CANADA Staff exercise their new “POOR Standards of Service”
DO NOT GET YOUR PILOTS LICENCE WET !
The new licence book looks like a Passport, but it doesn’t behave like a Passport.
I got mine wet, and the entire book dissolved. There are now two blue pages and a soggy pulp in
between. So, I thought I did what anyone desperate to follow the TC rules would do (who wants
to draw their displeasure after all). It didn’t go well, here is the letter I sent to the Minister of
Transport and my MP in desperation at the height of a stressful moment;
Dear Sirs;
I am a commercial pilot in the Yukon. A short while back my new format pilots licence got wet
and became a "spitball".
In this modern democracy that should be no problem, right?
I could just take the ruined licence to the local Transport Canada office where no less than 4
people are employed full time, they would exchange it for a copy of some temporary form,
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maybe charge a fee, and send me on to continue making a living?
So, thinking that way, I went down to the local Transport Canada office. Nope! They require an
appointment 24 hours in advance to discuss anything, and in any event this was not an issue they
deal with, I was referred to deal with "licencing" down in Vancouver (only a couple of thousand
kilometers away.)
OK, well a reasonable taxpayer/pilot would go online for direction now? I did, I found an
"Application For An Aviation Document Booklet" form I was to complete and submit, with
photo and certification of an approved "verifier". I read the form carefully, followed the
directions, filled the form out, got the photo, got a suitable person who has known me for 30
years to sign the form and mailed it off. I reasoned the damaged licence would suffice until a
new temporary or permanent version arrived. I rushed it to the mail.
Nope. Got a call today from Ms. Regina Kumar in the licensing office of Transport Canada. She
informed me;
-this is my "lucky day", "....just like Christmas"??
-I need that booklet, you need to send me the old booklet
-You are grounded and not to fly
-You didn't need to send a new picture, your existing book is good until 2018 (that was not
mentioned on the form)"
-Your signature touched the line, it's not supposed to touch the line
When I ask her why, this doesn't make sense, she adds;
-"You are lucky because Transport Canada no longer works first come first served, under our
new Service Guidelines I don't have to even respond for 40 days..."
-"If you work in a Commercial environment you can pay $80 for a temporary document I can
email you.."
-"you can courier the old booklet to me"
-She provided her address.
She hung up, I didn't remotely think this was my lucky day. I didn't know if I was supposed to
complete new forms along with the booklet, so I called back immediately, but there was no
answer. I left a message and my number.
And, now, here I sit, wondering, will it be 40 days before I hear from TC again? Should I go
ahead and mail my booklet by itself, or should I go and get new forms, new verifiers signatures,
and take a chance on not sending another photo?
What do you suggest?
The irony to me is that in Thailand the fee for Government action was consistently 300 Baht
(about $10 Canadian). No receipt was offered or expected. The third-world system worked
quickly, and efficiently.
J George Balmer

By the end of the day of sending this e mail, the same employee from TC called me back,
she had suddenly recalled that a replacement licence book could be issued with no further paper
work being required, for a fee of $35.00, which I could (and did) pay by Credit Card right then.
She still wanted the soggy old licence.
August 4, 2016
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(Recall, my pilots licence got wet in the rain.) I didn’t get my replacement licence yet,
wait until you hear this;
Background on Aug 3 trying to replace my licence, and to be sure I would avoid
any further problems, I (for a second time) completed a new form, got a new
passport photograph, arranged a new validation person, then placed the licence in
a zip-lock baggie (it was soggy). I went in to the Whitehorse post office where, for
$19.00, I “ExressPost” mailed the envelope to EXACTLY the address Regina
Kumar at Transport Canada had just given me.
I sat back to wait knowing my new licence was finally on its way. What else could
possibly go wrong after all?
Today, twenty four hours after supplying Regina (TC Vancouver) with my Credit
Card number, I received (by regular mail ...to my home), a receipt (#2036598)
from Wayne Fong at Transport Canada, for $ 35.00 for “Re-issue Lic For “246_ _
_” . Wow, that was efficient!

August 12, 2016 (more)
TRANSPORT CANADA - WORKING TO RULE
When I got home today I was concerned because I was trying to sell the Rans S7 which I
purchased back in May. I had sent the change of owner notification and Application for
new Certificate of Registration at that time, but still did not have it. So I sent this further
inquiry;
From: Jacob Balmer]
Sent: Monday, August 08, 2016 10:48 AM
To: Hewlett, Colleen
Subject: Re: Transfer registration of CFRGE
Colleen;
Not urgent but I just want to make sure this is underway, it has been nearly 3 months
and I see the old owner is still the owner of record, I have received no paperwork, and
I recall there was a communication failure on the Kitfox PZN when I bought it and
the registration almost ended up being made out to a company in Quebec....Don't
want that to happen again here.
Thanks
George Balmer
Here is Colleens’ reply;
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“Your application is in the system. We are taking about 2 months to get to an
application. Yours was received on 07 June and has a complete by date of 01
September 2016. Colleen”
Does this raise alarm bells for anyone? Below (August 3), when Regina Kumar called
me from the same Transport Canada office about replacing my licence, she informed me
that;
“....you are lucky.....because Transport Canada no longer works on a first come first
served basis , under our new Service Guidelines I don’t have to even respond for 40
days...””
Transport Canada is clearly “WORKING TO RULE” !
THE MOST ABSURD FEDERAL PERFORMANCE YET
August 12, 2016
I received a parcel card in my rural mail box. It had to be my new licence! Yahoo!
I drove in to the post office in town and was hand delivered an ExpressPost envelope,
THAT WAS MY VERY OWN PACKAGE I HAD MAILED, RETURNED !! ?
The Postal employees showed me the log that showed“...delivery was attempted at the
destination but the envelope was refused!”
She also informed me that, because it was “Returned-Not Accepted”, I had to pay the
$19.00 postage fee AGAIN! (Just to get my own mail back!)
So, I paid, and I explained my situation to two sympathetic postal clerks who began
focused on helping me. Neither “...could see why this wasn’t accepted.......the address
appeared detailed and complete....”etc.
One went online and researched Transport Canada, Civil Aviation in Vancouver, while
the second started preparing new package for me.
Meanwhile I tried to contact Regina Kumar again by phone. Of course there was no one
to answer at that number.
The three of us re-arranged the address to put Regina’s name at the bottom underneath
TC’s, and then I paid another $18.55 to try again by “Express Post”. (The clerks gave
me a .45 cent discount ... out of sympathy.)
So, It is on it’s way South again, and I am still “...not allowed to fly until this is resolved”.
Do you think my new licence will be sent to me soon? Thats the question I asked Marc
Garneau (Minister of Transport), and Larry Bagnell (my MP) in an email today.
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August 18, 2016
My wife got a call at home from “Mr. Wong at Transport Canada”, he left a message,
and today I called back. Eventually my message got to him and he called me again.
He tells me it is indeed; “First come-First Served”, ( contradictory, and confusing), but
then he goes back on script about “Service Standards.....”. He tells me; “Your licence
has been received....the request has gone into the workflow.....it will be printed in Ottawa
and mailed to you....”etc. etc.
When I interrupt him to ask how long it will take he turned again to a scripted description
of: “...workflows....action items....” but he won’t (can’t) say. Of course he can’t! I ask him
what would happen if this was urgent, and got another confusing set of scripts about
“...temporary licence....” and “...temporary medical...” and, finally, they “require $40.00 for
each, payable by credit card, available only if I complete a form which he is pleased to
send me.”
But I made the mistake of asking if this could happen in one day, and it became
confusing again. I re-asked:” Has this ever happened in one day to you knowledge?”,
and he replied; “Well, I’m new here”, and then went back to non-committal scripted
phrases. He is a nice sounding fellow, but he’s riding the paper tiger.
Lets see how long this goes on. What would be the point of paying $80.00, plus tax, to
get back in a 40 day cue, knowing (hoping ?) it might be on its’ way in the mail?

August 19, 2016
“Do Not Get Your Pilots Licence Wet” (Continued)
Last night Mr Wong from Transport Canada kindly sent me an e mail with a form (I had
not seen this one before) for a replacement Aviation Document, after mine got wet. He
placed a check in the proper box and suggests I send him another $80 (and tax?) and
they will send a temporary licence and medical “within one to five days”!
If I do this I will have spent a month and over $215, so far, and still be sitting here at my
desk waiting to fly. I have decided to cut my losses and wait for the one I have been
promised is “now in the cue” coming from Ottawa.
But, all this leads one to speculate, hypothetically of course, what would happen to a
lowly pilot who depends on his licence to make a living and feed a family? He/she,
would have been grounded now for nearly a month without income. (Despite the fact
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there are more Civil Servants than ever before, and “New Transport Canada Standards
of Service”, they can’t do in a month what used to take a day here in CYXY.) And, if that
pilot was found still flying, and if they had done everything I have done to replace it, I
think that in a real courtroom they would have no problem convincing a judge of their
due-diligence and what the problem actually was.
But then, this would never see a “real” courtroom, would it?
Incidentally, when I emailed Mr Wong back to decline his offer, I received an automated e
mail that promises that; “...your correspondence will be dealt with in the order in which it
is received.”, which is, again, completely 180 degrees contradictory to the verbal
messages from all three employees at Transport Canada who I have been dealing with?
August 30, 2016
My replacement pilots licence arrived today! It took a month, $210.00, and two emails to
my MP and the Minister of Transport, all because it got wet in the rain.
BUT: No sign of the Certificate or Registration for the Rans S7, which I bought in April,
applied to register at end of May, and sold in August. TC is still within their deadline for
service delivery though?
Today I was also told that the other lease holders got a letter from Leah Stone, Director
of Aviation, apologizing for the delay, and saying that YTG has decided to re-survey all
the leases and then to engage the Lands branch in some way in the new ones. Funny I
didn’t get a copy?
I hear a new airport Manager has been hired. I hope he can survive longer than the last
one.
September 02, 2016
TRANSPORT CANADA (WORK TO RULE)
Today, by regular mail, the Certificate of Registration for CFRGE arrived at my rural mail
box, just exactly on the day predicted by Colleen Hewlett at Transport Canada back at
the end of May.
Just pause for a moment to recognize how remarkable this actually is;
The task required consisted of one clerk at Transport Canada; sitting down at a
computer, opening a data-base, and typing in about 5 or 6 short text entries..... then
pressing “save”.......and then “print”.......then removing the document from a tray and
placing it into an “Outgoing Mail” slot. Perhaps a five minute task? 10 minutes allowing
for any difficulty (like ‘low ink’, or ‘out of paper’ ?). A common enough occurrence I hope.
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But, what is astounding is that senior TC staff can predict (3 months (1/4 of a year),
ahead of time) exactly, within hours, when Canada Post would deliver this document to
me in rural Whitehorse.
This kind of accuracy is so exceedingly rare anywhere, in or outside the Civil Service,
that it needs to be recognized and Transport Canada congratulated.
Sept. 13, 2016
INCONSISTENT TREATMENT by YTG
I got my letter from the Director of Aviation and Marine....leases will be issued after they
survey the lots......AGAIN. (The problem here, is that the agreement from the City of
Whitehorse (who regulate building inspection standards, only waive the illogical National
Building Code set-back conditions, on the provision that the entire area is treated as one
lot.....change that......and no more development).
Gate 39 is still broken (as it has been since April), if it snows tenants are “screwed”. I
sent a reminder to the acting Airport Manager. (He promised it would be fixed first week
of May?)
Sept 20, 2016
POOR YTG MAINTENANCE
On the 13th I sent the following message to the Airport Manager:
Back at the end of April (?) you asked our patience for a day or two while gate 39 was fixed. Its midSeptember and this gate is still inaccessible. That has had all sorts of spin-offs;
-all users must either use 38B (which is behind my hanger) but this is a road to nowhere now requiring to
either cut across my lease, or Barry s or Matts, which is not always good.
-Airport users have spent the summer looking for open gates, using gates that are close to aircraft, and
trying to rush back and close them, either that or negotiate with the person who is using it.
-The road behind my hanger (38B) has never been maintained in winter despite what previous managers
promised, and since there is no where to move snow anymore this will be an issue this winter if it continues.
Can you please get this gate fixed before it snows?

On the 14th he replied;
Hello-I apologize for the length of time it has taken to fix Gate 39, this is not in my opinion an acceptable
time frame. We will do our best to ensure any similar situations in the future are made a higher priority.We
have been in touch with the contractor and they have committed to getting the gate replaced tomorrow
September 15th.If anyone would like more information regarding this gate replacement please feel free to
contact me. Regards, Nigel Cripps

And, on the next day, it was “repaired” and looked like this:
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Would you pay for this “repair” ?

Oct 3, 2016
POOR DECISION - Another attack by Yukon Government:
Today several of the pilots who lease space from the Yukon Government received a call
from Marilyn Seaman telling them they must vacate their aircraft leases “As Soon As
Possible”, to facilitate construction of a storage building at the end of Runway 19.
Apparently this construction has already been tendered by YTG. Here is one of the
messages I received from one of the evicted pilots;
I never received a letter - just a phone call today to move the airplane asap. Don't know about Neil and the
others. When I paid my fee on July 01 nobody mentioned anything to me. I'm really wondering too about the
reason behind building a maintenance building right at aircraft parking and removing expensive stall they
just built. Our tax $ at work eh....

He raises some good questions. Here is my response I sent to the pilot, copied to the
Minister of C&TS;
Thor, you are absolutely right...
Here are some facts;
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This is absolutely wrong to be where it is going. Google Earth shows many places that make more sense, if
it is even needed. (The spaces we speak of, the campground they closed, the empty lot behind fire
management, the existing maintenance yard, the storage site on the road towards the weigh scales,
etc.....etc).
This was tendered over a month ago.
No one thought to tell any of the people leasing these spots until they phoned you yesterday. (Their
demonstrated priority being...?)
They just spent hundreds of thousand s of tax dollars building these sites, and adding electricity, and moving
everyone up here, and reducing the overall number of sites in the process.
There will be increased vehicle traffic and pedestrian traffic through parked aircraft.
There will be an additional obstruction to aircraft.
Snow removal will be compromised.
it is on the flight path for runway 19.....I thought that issue was dead.....this will open that discussion
AGAIN!

Is your Conclusion the same as mine? “Private aircraft are obviously NOT the priority at
Yukon Government, the desires of a growing bureaucracy clearly are!”

Oct 6, 2016
Yet Another POOR YTG DECISION
“Irony Alert” I see it was May 2nd of this year (only 4 months ago) that the Yukon Government
announced that the were leasing CYXY airport land to the City of Whitehorse for a dollar
a year for the construction and operation of the City’s fancy new “Unified Operations
Center”.
Now, only 4 Months later, the same Government find it necessary to evict actual aircraft
in order to make room for their own new “storage” buildings (see below)!
November 11, 2016
Small YTG Management Change
I met with the new CYXY airport manager, Robert Manlig, for coffee. He has been here
almost a month now. He comes from Calgary Airport. He asked several questions I
can’t answer, like;
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-Why is the CYXY Security section so big and so involved in day to day activity when the
risk is so small?
A GOOD QUESTION....looks to me like the tail wagging the dog, and the tail answers to
none.
-Has any one considered ”privatization”? - kind of scary to think this airport might ever
have to operate on ‘cost recovery’ that will be the end of private aviators access.
-He informed me that they are digging up the soil remediation project North of the Selfserve Fuel pumps, again, and the pads on the ramp in front of the terminal, again.
Although Robert seems sincere he seems not to understand Government Finances
especially in regard to Transfer Payments, budget allocation process and principles of
General Revenue. I explained these briefly and I described the Operations Committee
that meets regularly with YTG Aviation and Marine, and the separate bi-annual direct
meetings between COPA and the Minister of C&TS that have been put into place.
Robert informs me he is not invited to these meetings he’s not sure he is one of the
Senior Management Committee (???). Since he is only in charge of about half of the
staff at the Erik Nielson Airport, and the Director Leah Stone is now on site it seems to
me that his role seems much reduced from what it was historically. But, he looks like the
type that catches on fast.......good luck to him!
December 6, 2016
The PAN party was a success again (for the twenty somethingth time). Congratulations
to those dedicated people including Garry Doering who make this happen.
I was again informed that, in the year since my lease has been denied, my neighbor
Victor Menkels lease was sold AND a new lease issued to the new owners for a period of
30 years. YTG promises the rest of us they will begin re-issuing leases next year (see
letter below).
December 14, 2016
YTG Management and more about CYXY “contamination”
The media reports today allege illogical handling of the renewal of the Medi-Vac contract.
The new Minister, Richard Mostyn, says he can’t explain the process that was used to
award the contract after a whole week in office? (I hope he doesn’t expect it to get
better.) This whole situation needs to be kept in fore-front so I was motivated to write one
of my “letters to the editor” that I usually later regret.
And, I also witness that YTG has, (once again), begun trucking contaminated earth fill
from one end of the Whitehorse airport to the other. For the last couple of weeks a
convoy of dump trucks is entering the Alaska highway and moving load after load of
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“contaminated” soil to a new remediation site at the other end. A fleet of heavy
equipment spreads and piles it, this time in the space between the fence and runway 14.
This is the third (or fourth?) time in three years that several hundred thousand tax-dollars
is being spent giving dirt a ride. All last summer and part of the summer before they
moved contaminated material the opposite direction. I heard a rumor from someone at
YTG that at least some of it is the same dirt. Management is mum to the project.
December 19, 12016
Transport Canada - New rules for Charter Companies
I had the opportunity to meet Larry Bagnel for a quick libation and chat and he
mentioned his office is fighting with Transport Canada because the new rules coming
don’t make sense for Northern Operators especially.
So I chased down Jeff Faulkner who informed me that some of the changes coming
originate from the big carriers unions who want duty days calculated more restrictively.
His description to me was a little over my head but he illustrated by explaining that by
next summer a Helicopter pilot would not be allowed to drop off workers in the morning
and pick them up at the end of the day. Jeff said he would also not be allowed to place
crews “On Call” for medi-vacs because if they were called 4 hours into the night they
would not be allowed to complete a run to Vancouver for example. It seems so illogical I
have no doubt that it is true as I understood it.
Bewildering YTG staff encounter;
On leaving Jeff (above) I was stopped at the gate by the new manager, Marilyn, and the
maintenance manager for a chat. They sure seemed uncomfortable talking to me, I
guess they know I document every conversation? In reply to my question about the
movement of contaminated dirt I was reassured by their response; “.....thats not our
dirt...” ????? Leaves me wondering whose they think it is, and why they charge me so
much to park on it?
January 8, 2017
“Editorial” Outlook for Aviation in 2017 The LIBERAL Government at both the Federal and Territorial levels have implemented a
“CARBON TAX” with the stated intention of forcing us to reduce the amount we fly.
The Canadian dollar is about 30% below the American, and all things aviation are in US
Dollars.
The media forecasts increased fuel prices worldwide for 2017.
The economy is down and unused flying hardware sits parked in any direction you
choose to look at CYXY.
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Government restrictions continue to increase, Government efficiency continues to
decrease (IE Transport Canada will NOT act on any written request for action for 90
days.)
I wish any of this was an exaggeration ! So, what will it take to keep Private Aviation
alive in 2017 ? I wish I knew. Here is my forecast for 2017;
-Fuel costs will increase 30% by summer
-For commercial operators overhead will also increase as crew-duty and other restrictions grow, the
market will become increasingly competitive (even desperate), and the Government-pacifying
component of their overhead will continue to grow without restraint.
-Taxes at CYXY will increase so the City can pay for their new facilities
-Lease fees will increase significantly when (promised) new Leases are finally approved this year.
AND, new obligations promised in those leases will add significantly more costs
-Insurance premiums will be the highest we have seen as companies try to “recover” from their claim
of unprecedented losses.
-The number of aircraft in Yukon will decrease as the US Dollar makes Canadian aircraft attractive to
US investors and Canadians grow frustrated with costs and poor treatment

The only truly significant mistake I can make this year is to ignore / accept this without
stating the fact, and marking my objections. Stay warm!
January 30, 2017
YTG Minister Meeting
Yesterday the new Yukon Minister of C&TS, Richard Mostyn, and his assistant gave me
an hour to brief them on the history of state of Aviation in the Yukon and to brain-storm
some possible improvements. A new Government and a new Minister, but the same
bureaucracy....lets see how he does?
January 30, 2017
Transport Canada - Works to Rule (but whose?)
In August 2016 I paid Transport Canada the $250.00 fees to register the Homebuilt
Aircraft (CFPBS) that I finished.
In September 2016 the aircraft inspections were completed by the Minister of Transport
designates, and they filed the paperwork to the Ottawa office of TC.
We have been waiting ever since to receive the documents so we can fly it.
But TC claims they never got either the documents, or the fees, and they refuse to issue
any document.
I called “MasterCard” who confirmed the fees were indeed paid to Transport Canada on
August 26th 2016. They tell me that I must file a complaint and they will then ”...launch
an investigation.”
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The Ministers Designate confirmed today the final inspection report was filed in Ottawa
last Sept. 13,
This week I asked my Member of Parliament to look into it. Yesterday TC emailed, it
seems they have everything they need and will mail the Registration form today!
Now I expect to start again to obtain the “Certificate of Airworthiness”, since the same
TC offices will NOT issue that, until the “Certificate of Registration” is in place. TTC say
they have a 90 day response time (according to them) for any request. The aircraft can’t
fly legally until all this is done.
It has taken five months to get half-way through the licencing procedure!
February 7, 2017
Transport Canada - update on “Work to Rule”
After waiting five months for my Registration last week I filed a letter to my Member of
Parliament (Larry Bagnell), and, two days later, Transport Canada suddenly realized
they did have what they needed, and mailed the Registration. It arrived Monday by snail
mail.
Editorial: This is not the first time a letter to an MP was required to motivate Transport Canada to action.
They claim “over-work”, but actual data suggests otherwise....the number of aircraft in Canada decreased
last year, and continues to decrease. Their procedures are absurdly convoluted, and constantly changing.
The Vancouver office of TC advises a 90 day response to turn around any verbal or written request. Our
experience (described below) confirm remarkable (approaching uncanny) accuracy in this performance.
From their perspective, we are obviously NOT their priority, more like a nuisance to be administered out of
existence. Thank goodness political power still seems to motivate them, but for how much longer?

Tomorrow I am going to fly up to Braeburn and see if they plowed the Airstrip for the
Yukon Quest this year. YTG told us they couldn’t afford it last year.
February 9, 2017
YTG Best Use of Tax Money
I am just going through YTG published online reports. It was nearly one year ago that
the Minister of C&TS informed us in Carcross that $1,500,000.00 was being spent on
expanded Security Offices and new staff bathrooms at CYXY. He also promised
another $ 1,000,000.00 to be spent on rural airports, especially Pelly Crossing, by the
end of 2016.
I am wondering if Pelly Crossing received the needed work? I’m also looking for the
$1,000,000.00 ramp re-pavement (that has to be removed and re-done), and the $ ?
00,000 spent on the dirt relocation done here at Christmas this year. I can’t seem to find
any of them?
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February 14, 2017
(Happy Valentines)
Even more TC absurdity - this is all about SAFETY, or is it ?
If you read my entry for January 30 and Feb 7 (above) you know that, after now waiting
more than six months, I was pleased to finally be getting some response from Transport
Canada and their people so I could fly the aircraft I completed way back last summer.
Now, finally, my Certificate should arrive and I can begin flying it, right?
Not so fast!
The representative from the MDRA, ( the “Minister’s Designate for Recreational Aviation,
the Government agency responsible for overseeing the process) called me tonight (I
certainly do appreciate his efforts!), but, it seems they have a few editorial changes to
some of the documents I have already filed (one of them 2 1/2 years ago); “....in order to
prevent Transport Canada from rejecting your C of A Application!” Here is what they are
asking for;
1. A new Application for Temporary Certificate of Airworthiness
2. A new Aircraft Data Plate must be installed in place of the existing one (that
they themselves supplied),
3. A photo of the new Data Plate installed.
4. A new “Letter of Intent” must be completed and filed to replace the one they
approved back in 2014
5. A new Maintenance Schedule must be supplied (or, they will amend the one I
sent ?)
6. Another version of the Weight and Balance Report must be completed and
filed
I let you draw your own conclusions!
February 16, 2017
So, I completed and filed a new “Letter of Intent” and a new “Application for Temporary
Certificate of Airworthiness”. We obtained a new “Data Plate” and have sent it to the
engraver. I spent several hours putting the “Weight and Balance Report” into the format
the MDRA wants (which incidentally contains less information than the original version I
filed). Once the Data Plate is back it needs to be riveted on in place of the one now in
place (incidentally, the only change is that the new Data Plate adds our middle names to
the existing text.
February 24, 2017
YTG - Preparing the Arguments for a New Attack ?
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Today I was asked to review the Project Proposal the Yukon Government has drafted for
tendering a contract to update the “Vision 2020” document (the plan for airports that YTG
never followed when it was created back at the end of the 90ʼs). A copy of the call is in
my .pdf list at;
http://www.yukonflying.com/Documents/2017%20Call.pdf
On the surface it is poorly written. I needed to copy it onto a computer and break out
each sentence before sense could be made of it. It is only 5 pages, but repeats itself
many times, changing only the location of punctuation each time. When something this
simple is written so poorly, by such smart people, it triggers my “BUREAUCRAT
ALARM”. (Experience shows accidental interpretations are usually anything but
accidental.)
In the changing text is hidden the request for an assessment of the Regulations....OF
COURSE! Alan Nixon told me personally at a public meeting he wanted an “Airports Act”
to make his job easier.
Background:
Any new Act ( or “Territorial Statute”), needs to be debated and passed by vote
publicly, in the Yukon Legislature.
BUT, (and here is the KICKER), after that, the Department (ADM) makes
“Regulations” to force compliance with their desired behaviors, and these Regulations
are NOT debated or voted on in the legislature. They are approved and become law
inside Cabinet (out of site of public scrutiny).
Because this process takes place behind closed doors Bureaucrats have sole,
unlimited, biased influence on the outcomes. And, amendments or additions to
Regulations can be made in a matter of less than a day (IE the Dempster Corridor
revisions to the Yukon Hunting Regulations).
These Regulations will give the YTG bureaucrat another forum to again pursue the petty
issues they have unsuccessfully sought and lost to reason in past.
They can outlaw anything they feel like; such as a need for a yellow light on my car if I
park it on my lease, a renewed requirement for me to buy $ 2,ooo,ooo dollars liability
insurance on my car (naming YTG themselves as the insured), the prohibition of
sweeping snow off my pavement, landing my aircraft on Tundra tires, what are
appropriate hanger contents, etc.
AND then, YTG will hire and appoint “Enforcement Officers” whose sole job will be to
stop us and check that we have not broken their law. They will issue us with a Summary
Conviction Ticket for any minor transgression they find. And we will have no further
recourse to draconian absurdity. These are facts. For YTG this is a way around political
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oversight and a solution to all the petty issues they have pursued unsuccessfully the last
couple of years.
It makes me shudder when I recall they will probably turn this authority over to the
existing YTG storm-troopers. These are the same YTG Aviation staff who we have
already caught peeking into our hanger windows and taking pictures (October 1, 2015 ),
and who used Government Security vehicles to bump my taxying aircraft out of their way
(March 24, 2016). At least at these events they were no longer dressed as Bedouin
(complete with Turban and Scimitar), while exceeding their authority, like they felt
necessary a Halloween or so back !
When you hear the truth it stands out clearly.....
• Do they need an “Airports Act” and “Regulations” ? No, they can manage without it.
• Will they pursue one? It is an opportunity for them to both grow and force their will.
• Can they be trusted to act responsibly if/when they get one? If you have read this, you
decide.
* More on this review ....see March 8 (below) and July 25th...

February 26, 2017
The War on Aviation - Is the final battle nearing?
In review of the new amendments to the Canadian Aeronautics Act and Air Regulations,
that I spoke to Larry Bagnel about a few weeks back (above), I find lies a new provision
that increases my concern, and the whole need for this discussion;
Within a few months it will be law in Canada that NO new airstrips or landing fields
will be allowed without a successful formal review and the approval of all parties,
including any Municipality within 50km.
In Yukon (and all across Canada) as restrictions have grown unreasonably on private
and commercial airplane operators by all levels of Government (Municipal, Territorial,
and Federal), many have moved their operations to private facilities “..off-airport..” just in
order to survive. This new law will stop that.

March 1, 2017
I awoke this morning to CBC-Yukon news announcing YTG and their Contractor are
suing each other over the failure of the resurfacing project in front of the terminal at
CYXY. The allegations apparently include a “failure to consider permafrost under the
ground”.
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I have to wonder if any of the Military people who originally built it are still around for
advice, their work lasted more than 70 years !
March 8, 2017
YTG - They Are Preparing More Arguments for a New Attack ?
The review of the tender call from Alan Nixon at YTG (see; yukonflying.com/documents/
2017 Call.pdf), is likely NOT accidentally written. For further understanding I suggest
you read “Cover Your Ass”, by “Bureaucrat X” and published by Harpers Press (ISBN
0-99930-135-9). When you have done that you will recognize the blueprint used here I
think.
In review I did identify several hidden objectives, the creation of new Regulations I have
described above.
Another, appears in the "Options Analysis" which requires creation of a "methodology"
and goes on to list its range and components. Those are so complete, and so broad, it
seems to be asking for a decision making framework with a 20 year outlook, or in other
words, a set of pre-determined decisions? I suggest you read it ! It struck me as an
unusual approach and I wondered why this was needed, on one hand this would
effectively restrict the Governments ability to make those decisions, an unrealistic option
for the bureaucracy. And it would create yet another layer in between the “users” and
senior managers.
But, the last two days of media coverage describes a new Federal focus on "AIRPORT
PRIVATIZATION". Cue the music, this kind of document could guide that type of
initiative. And an extra layer of administration is effective LIABILITY insurance. I
reasoned I was becoming paranoid.
Until, last night when I attended a different meeting at the airport in Whitehorse where I
was informed that the airport manager had approached other organizations about
“Privatization”! That got my attention. I recall on November 11, 2016 (above) he raised
the same possibility with me.
And, then, in another discussion at the same meeting, I was informed that the Yukon
Government has approached Private Mining interests to sell them the Finlayson airstrip
which is located between Ross River and Watson Lake along the Campbell Highway.
WOW ! (Itʼs always reassuring to find you are neither paranoid, nor excessively cynical.)
The Yukon Government is only following a logical and predictable course, and they
appear to have Federal support. They have given as many airstrips as possible to local
First Nations. They have closed (by NOTAM or lack of maintenance) others, and are
trying to sell as many as possible to private interests. This new “2040” Planning
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document could be used to guide the Privatization of CYXY, (or any other strip in Yukon).
All that additional Administration will certainly require more staff!
Now that WAS cynical, but, still, I have in my mind combined these recent events and the
concurrent announcement of the Liberals new TAX they openly state is intended to
increase the cost of operating an airplane and thereby force me to restrict its use and the
elimination of airstrips, and Transport Canadaʼs apparent 6 months of inability
(reluctance) to issue me a licence for a new aircraft, and Yukon Governments refusal to
issue me an lease, and on, and on......I may well end up being “The last flying
taxpayer” ?
March 10, 2017
YTG Media campaign begins.... CYXY
This morning CBC Radio Morning News is a story about how more people than ever are
entering the Yukon by AIR! And, the reporter says, CYXY is more important to tourism
than ever before (I would guess theyʼre excluding 1944-45 ? ).
I sense the Media Management Plan and Ministerial Briefing Notes are all prepared and
on schedule.
March 12, 2017
Changes at “War On Aviation” , an update;
On a personal note, I attended the local COPA Flight 106 AGM today (for 6 years I was the
President of this organization, but resigned several years ago). Despite strong intentions to the
contrary, the circumstances became extraordinary and I felt obligated to accept the position of
“Secretary” of this organization for one year. In order to maintain my integrity I felt necessary to
include that information here, now. NOTHING IN THIS BLOG IS INTENDED TO REPRESENT
THEIR VIEWS OR IS ON THE BEHALF OF THAT ORGANIZATION IN ANY WAY.
ALL VIEWS EXPRESSED HERE ARE MINE!

The Yukon MInister of Community & Transportation Services, Richard Mostyn, attended
the first half of this meeting. He expressed a desire to change and improve the situation
and asked that we meet with him regularly and email him with any issues. He stated he
felt more Regulations are a fact of the times, he also made no comments on possible
Privatization.
A representative from Stantec Engineering also attended and made a short presentation
in the Ministers presence before the meeting. There was some animated discussion and
challenges for him to deal with from the floor.
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March 14, 2017
Demonstrating the Need for Emergency Airstrips
In discussion with some Dawson City pilots I was informed that one of them had
mechanical issues coming out of Old Crow a few weeks ago and was forced to divert to
Ogilvie Airstrip on the Dempster Highway. Before the engine failed he found that airstrip
was unmaintained and made a precautionary landing on the highway near the Yukon
Government maintenance camp.
More on Transport Canada Efficiency - Aircraft Licencing woes continue:
I received a message today, the MDRA (the Government branch that does inspections)
requires 3 more signed copies of the Application for Temporary Certificate of
Airworthiness I sent February. This a month after I sent them the first copy, and 7 months
since the aircraft was completed, received its final inspection, and the fees and
paperwork first sent in.
March 27, 2017
City of Whitehorse Launches a New Attack on Aviation
I just received a call from Russell Bamford who owns a Bushmaster currently undergoing
complete rebuild. He tells me he has just been contacted by Erica Beasley of the City of
Whitehorse who has threatened to cancel his float-dock lease on Schwatka Lake within
the week. This because, she says, the insurance on his Bushmaster aircraft which is
normally tied there is for liability only and not “In Motion” insurance!
What defies logic here firstly is that the City actually has no legal jurisdiction on the Lake
because it is a Federal waterway.
Secondly, even if Erica persists in ignoring this and extending her authority beyond the
Cityʼs legal jurisdiction, there is no connection between a dock and the Hull insurance on
any airplane that might be tied to it. “LIABILITY” insurance (which Rusell does have and,
even Erica admits, names the City of Whitehorse as a co-insured), is not related to “IN
MOTION” insurance which is what she says the City requires. (This is analogous to the
City of Whitehorse requiring that you put “collision” coverage on your car. It simply is
NOT a requirement, anywhere!
What is frustrating for Russell is that he tells me he had to have his insurance company
contact Erica directly to explain this all to her just last year.
If any bureaucrat repeatedly and consistently exceeds their authority in a pseudo-legal
way it approaches harassment, or regulatory abuse. I suggested Russell engage a
lawyer to evaluate this, so far he is more conciliatory than I would be.
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Although I miss my float plane I am glad I sold it and walked away from this very mess
two years ago now, for just this reason.
April 19, 2017
Transport Canada Delivers a ʻFatalʼ Blow ?
We thought our Certificate for homebuilt aircraft CFPBS was finally coming from
Transport Canada. But last night I was contacted by the MDRA who provided a whole
new list of paper-shortcomings, including the requirement to replace the DATA PLATE
yet again this time because the engraver used a lower-case letter and a “period” is
wrong (This will be the fourth Data Plate installed).
Unfortunately after writing to My Member of Parliament to update him, I called Len, my
partner in the aircraft to advise him that once again Transport would not allow it to fly
because of paperwork. Following that discussion he was taken to Whitehorse General
Hospital for a heart attack.
You simply canʼt continue to abuse people and not expect consequences.
Copies of the whole recent e mail chain is posted in our document list on our Politics
Page..
May 1, 2017
Transport Canada Sabotageʼs Their Own Process, Again
I got another call from the MDRA fellow who said he wanted to help me finish this finally.
We went through the “shortcomings” identified above;
It seems, when the Transport Canada clerk in Vancouver typed up the Certificate of
Registration she entered “ G. Balmer / L Burrows “. (Do you see it?......there is no
period after Lens initial!) Therefore they insist the other documents are invalid, including
the Letter of Intent filed at the start of this, a way back in 2014.
And, the MDRA insist the Data Plate must reflect exactly the same (G. Balmer / L
Burrows), even though Transport Canada in Vancouver directed us to put our full names
on the Data Plate, NOT our first initial and last name. I asked, they insisted, we
complied, it failed.
And, of the list of mandatory entries that need to be made in the New Log Book, there is
one entry that should be listed last, we had it second last. And, my licence number had
to be shown in each and every entry. And...a few other petty issues?
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SO, it seems MDRA second guesses Transport Canada employees who themselves
offer conflicting advice depending on office or day, and a simple licensing request can
drag on for 9 Months now.
And no one seems able to stop this? I sent all this to the Minister of Transport , Marc
Garneau, and my MP, Larry Bagnell, but they seem to be having difficulty stopping this,
because they have known of my issues for many months, and yet it continues.
The new forms are sent (for the third or fourth time, the edits made and copies sent,
what can possibly stop it now?
May 10, 2017
Frustration at 9 Month Administrative Delay
I got a call from the MDRA today wondering where the photos of the New Data Plate
installation were? I explained I had mailed them a week or so back, and confirmed that
yes the ʻ dot ʻ was missing behind Lenʼs initial this time, just as they required, (just the
way Colleen Hewlett in Vancouver TC Office typed it).
The construction of a sand storage shed in Private Parking has started at CYXY.
Apparently the review of aviation by the Yukon Government that is to justify privatization
is not only tendered but also complete, and the local Canadian Owners and Pilots
Association (COPA) was not consulted until after itʼs completion. (That is so
unprofessional it is alarming!). The YTG Minister (Mostyn) is letting them get away with it
too.

June 9, 2017
And AGAIN... at Transport Canada
Another month waiting for Transport Canada to do their job!
All Transport Canada clerk has to do is turn on their computer, make a simple computer
data-base entry, type ʻprintʼ and stick it in the mail ! And it is coming up to 10 months
now waiting for the mood to strike them?
.....they think they are smart...their ʻTRICKʼ is to reset the clock every time something
new happens. I am tired of calling this scandalous.....the politicians choose not to
address it, the bureaucrats create it for their own advantage......
And....as further demonstration; Today Trevor Romo called, Transport Canada just today
processed the transfer of CFPZN which I sold and he applied for transfer of; NINTY
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DAYS AGO ! (Just imagine how much effort it takes to diary date everything you do
rather than just doing it ?)
Meanwhile, Back At YTG the Aviation Review Report is out...
The Yukon Aviation Review is not only complete, the bureaucrats are ready referencing
it, the politicians already quoting it, and the local users and local Canadian Owners and
Pilots Association were NEVER CONSULTED ! They were instead invited to submit
something that would not be included. More outrageous hocus-pocus.
June 12, 2017
Transport Canada - BIG NEWS TC sent the :”Temporary Special Certificate of Airworthiness” in the mail today...June 12
th., but it is dated March 13 th., so it sat on someones desk for a few months (....likely
89 days?).
A team of us assembled to pre-flight carefully and start the test-flight program. Yup, it
flies straight and true. A simple honest airplane. Then, when I got home I had a phone
message from Mr. Mitch “Polis” (?) from Transport Canada in Edmonton. I called AND
HE ANSWERED! He describes himself as; “Airworthiness Team Leader for this
Region...”. He was very polite and wondered if the document was received. We talked a
while. Later he added he was looking into my complaint and was responsible to write the
Ministers response. I explained that from our view this took nearly 10 months. He
argued that different offices from different Regions were involved, plus the MDRA and
suggested the delays were caused by them. There was no point in arguing, but I did
suggest either MDRA have authority, or TC get their act together (not my actual words). I
also told him not to bother writing a response for the Minister, I can guess what it will say
with pretty good accuracy.
He told me that; “...there will be no more 51% aircraft because TC changed the rules
after this one “snuck in”.
June 16, 2017
Changes at “War On Aviation”
I have asked to be replaced on the Board at COPA 106, it was a mistake to think I had
the mental endurance to square up to the bureaucrats again.
I apologize to the members and anyone reading this for letting them down.
The “Mule” flies straight and runs strong, testing is underway. Thats good. It is for sale
as soon as the Test Flight Program is complete and permanent Special CofA issued. ( To
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me now it is just a frustrating reminder of 9 months trying to deal with incompetent
Government and a waste of 18 months of my life building it.)

June 26, 2017
Frustration Fueling in Watson Lake Airport
I flew a 170 up from Calgary last week. Fortunately we had a 5 gallon can with us
because the fuel pumps were unserviceable in Watson Lake. We were nearly trapped
there with no fuel and no other options. Here is the letter I filed with YTG Minister C&TS;
Dear sir:
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On our recent flight from Calgary to Whitehorse we needed to land in Watson
Lake for fuel and renew our flight plan. As landed we wondered at the CARs
operators cryptic and abrupt advisory...
Once landed he refused to close our flight plan
At the fuel pump we found it did not work, and the 1-800 HELP Number posted
on pump only asked us to leave a message,
We walked to the CARS operators office, who said; "They will fix it some
time next week, turn it on and off enough it usually works.", (and
shrugged).
Fortunately we had 5 gallons in a can which we put in, but were not
confident whole way to CYXY. We used our cell phone to call FSS Kamloops
(who themselves were not happy that we had "filed originally from Edmonton
Center, and I don't see a master flight plan anywhere" (?) which seems odd)
On departure the CARs operator refused to open our plan, and instead told
us to call FISE at 123.375 , but there was no response to repeated calls
on that frequency. 15 minutes later, and 20 miles to the West we heard FSS
Whitehorse call us on 126.7, they opened our flight plan.
While in Watson Lake we got no more than 10 words out of the CARs
operator who was more interested in watching his TV show than talking to
us, and certainly offered no advice or help.
Whitecourt, Fairview and Leduc had excellent service
are tiny compared to Watson Lake. Fort Nelson too.
is critical, Courteous, or even any assistance from
operators would be nice. If this is what transients
deal with it is a poor reflection of the Yukon.

and help, and they
Fuel in Watson Lake
Government
or sked flights

George Balmer

There are several issues here;
First is the fuel issue. It is a private supplier, but in my experience the Yukon
Government will have a lot of conditions on them to operate (ironically this is they same
company that tried to set up to supply a need at a big fly-in in Whitehorse a few years
back....despite the company doing everything asked of them, getting permits, arranging
leases, setting up delivery trucks, but YTG stopped them AFTER they started selling fuel
because of unknown internal Government pressures). I would not be surprised to learn
the Government has so many conditions on their operation they are limited in what they
can do. There probably is no profit margin left for them to keep the pumps maintained.
The second issue is the role of the CARs stations. The stations are prohibited from
giving is weather reports, opening or closing flight plans, or saying or doing anything that
might present a “LIABILITY” to the Yukon Government. As a result they are nearly
useless.
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During one set of Government vs User meetings several years ago we were told liability
wasnʼt their only concern, there was also “Union” concerns and concerns from
NavCanada about the quality of the services (The operations are contracted to private
individuals). If it plays out true-to-historic-form, poor service will lead to low use, which
YTG will use to justify the cancelation of the service. As inevitable as it appears cynical.
A third issue, if we are looking for it, is the apparent conflict between Nav Canada in
Edmonton and Kamloops offices. Every aircraft who makes this trip transfers between
the two offices as they move from Fort Nelson to Watson Lake and it seems that
regardless of which direction you are moving there is reference from the new office to
some shortcoming in the others service. (Internal politics at its best?)
June 27, 2017
YTG Aviation Staff displays ʻATTITUDEʼ
So, today my son and I went to Shantis Restaurant (In the terminal overlooking the
runways) for a late lunch. Mr. Bruce Bender from Aviation and Marine Services was
there as a patron, he got my attention by calling my name out loud.
Everyone in the restaurant was watching a float-equipped Cub taking off from a trailer
following a float change. In a voice intended for everyone to hear Mr. Bender expressed
his view that this procedure was unacceptable because of the excessive cost because of
the need for two fire trucks. None of the patrons responded except me, and I suggested
it wasnʼt needed by the pilot, and I was left wondering why Aviation and Marine Staff
would make such a comment publicly.
So Liam and I finished up and went back to work in the hanger when my phone rang. It
was “Darrin (?)” from Aviation and Marine in Haines Junction. He was calling about my
complaint about no fuel available in Watson Lake when I went through there 5 days ago
(see above).
His attitude was one of condesention right from the start when he told me he had
contacted the operator in Watson Lake who: “...says there is lots of fuel available there”,
so he canʼt understand my complaint. When I tried to say there might be fuel in a tank
but if you canʼt access it it doesnʼt matter. An argument built. He then said; “...itʼs too
bad you contacted the Minister....it didnʼt have to go that way...” ??? At that I lost my
patience and use a bad word. I hung up.
I thought it over for half an hour and called the number shown back, sure enough it was
Darren (?) who answered. I apologized fully at least twice, which seemed to surprise
him and then encourage him. Once again he became condescending and
argumentative. Finally, he stated; “...What you donʼt realize George is that itʼs not our
pump.....SO ITʼS NOT MY PROBLEM! “
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I missed a second or two there I admit, and then informed him I would carry that quote
directly to the Minister to confirm his view.
These two incidents in one day lead me to a conclusion and a challenge for YTG
Management;
“You must clearly inform the employees of Aviation and Marine Services that the
pilots and airline companies using the Yukon airstrips are actually their priority,
NOT their problem; to be ignored, insulted, harassed, or obstructed !” Whether or
not they will accept this direction is questionable, but it MUST be done, this cannot
continue.
You can access the eMail exchange between me and the Minister at the Politics Page Documents list following this blog.
July 11,2017 - More on YTG Aviation Review
YTG Aviation Review is in, and already being used to justify closing airstrips (one of itʼs
real purposes all along, it will also be quoted as a need for new laws and for
ʻprivitizationʼ. ). Here is a quote:
The overall assessment of the Aviation System and priority investment program would
benefit from reducing the number of sites. The airstrips for closure are Minto (as the mine
has their own strip), Pine Lake (limited recreation activity with low aerodrome role),
Braeburn (not an essential aerodrome and negligible activity), Chapman (negligible activity
and Ogilvie is a better mid- point landing strip along the Dempster Highway for emergency
although it could use a fueling option) and Twin Creeks (no community role, negligible
activity and alternatives at Ross River and Faro). The sites to also consider for a form of
cost sharing or licencing for operational oversight are Cousins, Silver City, MacMillan
Pass, Mule Creek and Fort Selkirk.
But whatʼs this....” The overall assessment of the Aviation System and priority investment
program would benefit from reducing the number of sites.”
That phrase is intended to tell the reader that the Yukon, and the Yukon public, would
benefit from reduced airstrips...... but thats not true, and it DOES NOT SAY THAT, on
careful examination it actually says this “assessment” and the “investment program”
would benefit.
This phrase IS NOT A TYPO ! It is intended to be misread. AND QUOTED !
Another important factor is the use of fiction and generalization used in the report. It has
only been circulated a few weeks and I received a complaint about YTGʼs absurdity from
Bernard Johnson, a placer miner in Dawson City. His letter (and photos) about the need
for emergency strips and stupidity of this Aviation Review is listed on out politics page.
Here is the main points quoted from his email;
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I am going to send you 3 emails (I can't get more than 2 or 3 photos per email) with photos of the
recent forest fire on Eldorado Creek, just south of Dawson. The photos show a small airstrip built
and maintained by the local placer miners on Eldorado Creek. Yearly maintenance consists
primarily of mowing the grass and willows 3 times a year (about 15 gallons of gas consumption).
This landing area was used as a staging area for the helicopters and fire crew equipment and trucks
for the 2 weeks necessary to extinguish the fire. At $2600 per hour, the money saved by operating
the helicopters from this site would have more than payed for both the building and the
maintenance of the strip since it's inception.
This site has also been used by helicopters on numerous other occasions for both fire purposes and
exploration purposes.
How anybody can recommend that airstrips should be closed and abandoned because of "negligible
activity " is beyond comprehension. Saying that there are alternative airstrips 15 or 50 miles away
is not acceptable. All these insignificant strips form a vital part of the "Yukon's Aviation Insurance
Policy" for times of aviation need, whether it be a forest fire or just a place for an emergency
landing. Having them available for recreational purposes is just a bonus.
If I get a government contract, I am required to pay to have many millions of dollars worth of
insurance policies in place. All in the hope that I will never need to collect on it. Insurance is one
of the biggest business expenses for my company, even though I hopefully will never need to get a
penny back from the expense. The cost of maintaining basic flat clear areas for airplanes to use is
no different.

He is absolutely right. Here is Yukon reality, at odds with the bureaucrats petty selfinterests. As he points out,the actual maintenance costs are insignificant in reality. (If the
money used to employ only two of the eighty employees at YTG Aviation was directed to
actual maintenance ALL of the existing airstrips could be maintained year-round.....even
improved).
July 23 2017 - YTG Campaign to destroy aviation is on schedule
I flew out to the Aishihik country and landed a few places and kicked around, then went
to Braeburn for coffee. I met Ray Conant who was up for the aviation reunion going on
this weekend. Ray flew helicopters up here in the 60ʼs and 70ʼs, then in B.C.. He is also
a fixed wing pilot who has owned and flown several home-builts. We talked for a few
hours and he caught a ride home to Whitehorse in the Cub with me.
While there we talked with Steve about the airstrip. He showed me a stockpile of gravel
just South of him that YTG had actually crushed in order to resurface the Braeburn
airstrip, then changed their mind. The last couple of YTG Foremen wonʼt even maintain it
in the existing condition, even though he has asked many times over the years. He also
tells me he was told by YTG they are going to set up cameras on the airstrips to find out
who is using them. He is as frustrated as the rest of us.
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AND....CBC morning news is about the reduction in airstrips. Al Nixon is interviewed and
says no decisions have been made yet. I think that is the most hypocritical fib of all!
If you witnessed the tender call, the conduct of the study itself, and now review the report
it is obvious that they knew the outcomes they wanted, they coached Stantec in the
collection and manipulation of data, and provided them with the phrases they wanted
justified.
Don't believe it?
Then you have not read all the above......they tendered without input, attended COPA
meetings and told us to suck it up, excluded COPA and other users from even the
slightest involvement or input with Stantec, then offered an opportunity to provide input
“that will not be included...”. Then read the draft report with a purely logical analysis and
it makes no sense. Conclusions are either not justified by the data collected, or make no
logical sense........like “the closing of these airstrips will benefit the study” ???
draw your own conclusions, I feel they have no integrity left.....this was a pre determined
whitewash from the start. Here are some quotes I collected from different yukon pilots
and companies;
There is no vision of Yukon’s airports and airstrips being assets or a necessary part of infrastructure in a
sparsely settled region with few roads.
"It really is unacceptable......."....tourism is not a factor..." they say, and "...Braeburn is not used".....for
Christ's sake the Yukon Government themselves cache aviation fuel at Braeburn for Wildlife surveys and
fire-fighting, and at Minto! "
“They did not contact any of us, and they have got to the point where they think they do not even have to
answer our emails , COPA Yukon 106s Presidents last letter to the minister remains unanswered.”
"Well now, that was a load of old rubbish was it not? Guy comes up here from Calgary, wanders around in
the winter, makes a few 'phone calls, writes a report which determines the future of aviation in the Yukon.
Maybe they're paid by the word."
"And they certainly didn't let any consulting with stake-holders get in the way of their pre-determined
conclusion!!"
"YTG.... To my 40 years in the Yukon,... never a surprise. Hire the most expensive consultant from outside.
The less he knows about the Yukon, the better. The result....we will get the worst solution for the most
amount of money.
"I am required to carry insurance -to drive on public roads
-to conduct business with the government
-to safeguard employees
-to safeguard me from the public when they come on my work site and do stupid
things
-to guarantee loans
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-to fly my airplane
-to drive my vehicle to my airplane at an airport.
Government should be required to maintain the present airstrip infrastructure as insurance for the general
public's welfare."
Be careful, someone else in YTG has taken control and is carefully stick handling the information, the
reports direction, and the final content, someone with enough power and experience to know how to get
what they want personally.....and that is just, well, wrong!
“In addition to the proposed closure of five airstrips a further five are identified as recommended for a form
of cost sharing and licencing. Quite what this means is unclear, but liability issues may well result in up to
ten airstrips being removed from general aviation assets in the Yukon. The argument that some airstrips are
"only" thirty miles from a maintained strip indicates a complete ignorance of terrain and weather in the
Yukon and, indeed, northern Canada”.
“From a superficial perspective of non-pilots, if an airstrip is not used very frequently, why keep it.
In reality, only the airports in Whitehorse, Dawson and Old Crow, are used on a regular basis.
However, all the other airfields serve for medi-vacs, wild-life observations, tourism, recreation and, maybe
most importantly, - emergencies.
From my own experience of flying in the Yukon for more than 35 years, and still being alive, I was very
grateful several times, finding an airstrip to land on, when rapidly changing, adverse weather conditions
prevented me from reaching my destination airport. Any pilot, who flew in the Yukon for some time,
knows this feeling very well..”…
“…..In large part, the recommendations on which airstrips would close is based on claims that these strips
are little used. However, the statistical data for these conclusions is seriously flawed. Use data was sought
and received from Air North, Alkan Air and Tintina Air, but there is no data from any other commercial
operator, whether fixed or rotary wing, and no data whatever from the remainder of general aviation. Two
examples of the quality of the use data are Cousins airstrip and Braeburn. Both are reported (or assumed) to
have only eighty traffic movements a year, yet each is frequently used by private and training aircraft.
Moreover, the scant use of some airstrips is a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy. The strips are not well
maintained. As they get worse, they see less use. Since they are seldom used, they are neglected even more
and, eventually, abandoned. Other recommendations are simply based on faulty information. Minto is to
close because “Minto mine has it’s own airstrip”. Yet, the mine is not the user of the strip. In fact, the strip
is quite heavily used in support of mining exploration work.
Curiously, the Report provides no costing figures to show that closing any of the ten “Category 3” airstrips
would save any money at all, never mind what the savings would amount to. Considering that most of
them are already listed as “no maintenance” it is doubtful that there would be any significant impact on the
Airports budget. The real reason for the closure recommendation can be found at page nine of the Report:
This is aggressive and may not be popular but provides essential investments to the airports/aerodromes
that require attention while removing the risk, liability and oversight to aerodromes or airstrips that are not
a part of a real aviation system.
This forms the basis of the Development Plan and Action Plan.
(emphasis added). This is tantamount to saying that closing airstrips is a good idea simply because it will
make life easier for Airports Branch.
Apart from the Report’s total lack of regard for it’s own observation that airports are essential infrastructure
in a remote environment, the real flaw is that the authors made no attempt to determine:
(a) what aircraft operators need and want
(b) what consumers of air services need and want, and
(c) what aviation infrastructure the Yukon actually requires for it’s future well-being and development.
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Two examples may suffice to illustrate the point. The Report makes no mention whatever of the issue of
maintenance at any of the airstrips, while lack of maintenance has been a perennial concern for all
operators and is sometimes (when a medivac aircraft can’t land because the snow hasn’t been cleared) a
matter of life and death. The report cites replacement of the Ross River Terminal Building as a matter of
the highest priority, yet it is almost never used..”…

It just keeps coming..... guess what Government owns this fuel cache ?

In fact, they
have a
building in
place at this
airstrip to
store their
gear?
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July 25, 2017 - YTG Drops the next gauntlet.....
Today we all received a ʻmass-mail-out invitationʼ to attend a “New Airports Act
Information Session”. We are offered two dates to be told whats coming. Wow, that is
tactically brilliant, timed perfectly. But the whole Review and the sequence of events was
pre-determined and planned and that leaves YTG completely without integrity.....let me
review;
1 We were emasculated during the YTG Aviation Review. We were deliberately excluded from
discussion and misdirected.
2 We will be ignored again during the discussion of either the need for or contents of this new
"Airports Act", and, now, anything we do say will be portrayed as "whining".
3 A publicity campaign has been started justifying closures as Government Cost-Saving, but it
will expand to include Regulations and Privatization, and will wear down opposition and numb
the public ear to aviation issues.
4 Then the NEW REGULATIONS, under the New Airports Act, will give YTG security people
authority to write "Summary Conviction Tickets" to us for any; dogs, gates, lack of yellow
lights, drivers licences, off surface landings, additional insurance, fuel on our leased premises,
and a bunch of stuff they haven’t even thought up yet.
5 CYXY Privatization will follow and, ultimately, new leases will finally be issued, (But
Marylin has already told us more than a year ago she would not allow the draft leases to be
renewed, and, about the new ones; "YOU WON'T LIKE IT, BUT YOURE FREE TO LEAVE"
6 When this is finally all over, YTG Aviation will still employ more than 80 people to manage
airports, most of which they won’t even have anymore. (This is their “cost saving” plan)
Draw your own conclusions. Feel free to quote mine......or please prove me wrong! PLEASE!

July 28, 2017 Someone in the Yukon media has it Right !
There has been a few media stories about the folly of the Study and closures, best so far
was a very insightful and accurate Editorial in the Whitehorse Star today. (I will scan it
and post it in my documents list on the POLITICS page as a .pdf.) Some of the most
accurate quotes;
",,,A religious like zeal for nickel-and-diming may have its role in some environments. It has
no place in the Yukons vast skies and among the pilots and passengers who use them."
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and
"A short-sighted government is one that becomes ideologically captured by its bureaucrats
and consultants."
and
“The Liberals should concentrate on the enhancement and improvement of the Territories
Aviation infrastructure, not preside over its dangerous degradation”.
Wow. Finally. But what is there to make them listen? The politicians choose to listen to
and back their bureaucrats to get here, its hard to believe they will act with integrity now.

July 31, 2017 - YTG is taking action, but not where anyone hoped.
I went online today to do some research. I found that YTG has recently ʻsanitizedʼ their
ʻAviation and Marineʼ page on the Yukon Government web-site! Theʼve removed all
references to numbers of staff employed, budgets, programs or anything that could be
used to hold them accountable.
Today I got a reply to to my letter to minister Mostyn about the need for fueling facilities;
mostly he chastises me for swearing at a YTG employee (which he is justified in doing
even though I apologized (twice) to the person at the time). Then he tells me that YTG is
NOT responsible for the fuel pumps. And, finally, if I have issues with the CARs Stations
I should deal with NavCanada. Pretty much the same thing I got from the Department
employee at the time.
For logical evaluation ;
-How can any Government argue that “...itʼs not their problem...” when fuel is not available
at the third largest airport in Yukon, but maintain they “might be responsible” for what goes
on inside my hanger, or how I drive my personal car, and so demand I buy extra insurance
naming them as the insured ?
-How can that Government issue a contract for the operation of the Community Air Radio
Stations, but tell me that if I see problems in that operation, donʼt complain to them ?
-How can that same Government, who dumped fuel-contaminated soil onto my lease, then,
within two weeks, try to make me responsible for all contamination that might be found
on my same lease?
-And, while there are over a hundred valid (?) leases in effect, AND many of these they
issued after mine expired, that same Government suddenly find they need an Airports Act
before they can reissue my lease.

Just wondering, I would really enjoy an explanation of this list, or of any the previous 50
pages of contradictions, by someone, anyone ?
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August 22, 2017 - Some summer behaviour by YTG
Two weeks ago I was a busy ‘volunteer weed-wacking’ the grass around the
TRANSPORTATION MUSEUM and getting ready for an open house there.
Part of it was the display of King-Air medi-vac aircraft (volunteered from AlkanAir) and an
ambulance (volunteered from YTG I would assume). One of the CYXY - YTG
maintenance staff saw us volunteers doing a bit of shoveling to level the ground around
YTG’s gate behind Beringia Museum in order to make the aircraft move easier and he
apparently stopped and said he could “help do it simply and quickly in just a few minutes
with the YTG loader as, he said, he was about to do some other work nearby anyway.”
We were excited to have one less small job and expressed appreciation. But a very
short while later the same YTG laborer reappeared and offered his apologies, but it
seems he was just reprimanded by the new airport manager for even offering any help,
and was certainly not allowed to either help now or make any future offers. Draw your
own conclusions?
And....Yesterday several of us who lease property and fly aircraft from CYXY were
discussing what appears to being an increasingly aggressive nature by the YTG Security
people these days. Several others described incidents similar to mine of March 24,
2016 (above). None of these incidents involved the YTG staff using their radio to contact
either us or the tower.
It would be cynical to think that, if we are correct, this is because the discussion about
new Airports Acts and Regulations is encouraging YTG staff who have limited (Ie. no)
legal or aviation training to exceed their authority and take dangerous actions. But I do
believe an adversarial situation is growing and it certainly originates in YTG Management
and not on the public side.
And, then...While flying yesterday I did my run-up while stopped on the ramp 1/2 way
between the terminal and the self-serve fuel. (This is near the area subject of the legal
fight between YTG and its contractors over repairs, and almost exactly where the photo I
took and posted where you can see it on my ‘Politics’ page.) The cement around there
has patches of broken concrete with loose debris that are certainly a safety risk. My
super-cub on Alaska-Bushwheels didn’t seem to pick up any of the golf-ball size bits, I
hope the American-registered Cessna Citation that is parked just in front of me is as
lucky.
UPDATE AFTER FLYING TODAY.......
Tell me itʼs KARMA, either that or these guys at YTG read this blog daily and react
poorly to being documented.....ʼNahʼ it must be the first choice.......Anyway, after writing
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the above words earlier today about being harassed by YTG vehicles I went flying with
some family members around noon. Here is what happened;

Once my aircraft was started I sat on taxiway ʻGOLFʼ and got my taxi permission from
the tower as required. My instructions were; “Taxi....via ECHO, across 01, active
runway One Four, call holding short 14, stay left for an aircraft under tow....”.
So, I taxied out onto ʻECHOʼ from ʻGOLFʼ and turned North towards 14. Sure enough,
down on the ramp an Air North 737 was being towed by their Loader up to their hanger
on ʻECHOʼ.
As I taxied down and across ʼ19ʼ I saw a White AIrport Security Truck with yellow
flashing light pull out from the Terminal and park directly on the painted line delineating
the “BOX” in front of the Terminal. The Air North 737 stopped for me. It was apparent I
could not safely get past the wing of the 737 without passing through at least part of the
“BOX”.
**Recalling my last encounter with that ʻSECURITYʼ truck I had my passenger take a
couple of photos as we proceeded, which I will post here if they turn out.
The White Truck did indeed hold its position, it was apparent he would not move for me
or the 737. I moved left (West), into the box and slowed nearly to a stop. Once it was
safe the 737 continued on his way and I then moved back to the right and passed to the
right (East) of the White Truck. Only then did that truck turn around and move back to
the Terminal where he parks.
This is just nonsensical, not to add dangerous, and for what possible purpose ? Let me
point out;
$

-Most of the free space on the ramp was behind that truck, in between he truck and the
Terminal building.
#

-Both aircraft were forced to avoid a “Security” (?) truck.

#
-Had that truck NOT been parked where he chose to there would have been sufficient
room for safe operation.
#
-This is my second such encounter, (although the first was much more serious causing
the tower to remark : “They are not supposed to play chicken with the airplanes like that”), but I
wonder now how may others occur?
#

-At no time did the truck make any radio call to the Tower or to the two airplanes.

Draw tour own conclusions please....
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And, then.....(more KARMA ?), during my run-up today I did a double check to avoid
broken concrete and debris on the ramp, and yes, there are many loose golf ball size
pieces of concrete (but I decided against stopping, getting out and recovering a couple).
Why I mention this is because on my return to CYXY today there, parked on the ramp,
was “AIR FORCE TWO” ! No sign of anyone important that I could see.
But, I wonder who is held responsible when HE ingests some of those rocks and debris
into an engine during start or run-up. I also wonder if he had to dodge around a white
Government pick-up truck to get where he was? I bet not, his Security is sure to Trump
even YTG ʻs !
August 28, 2017 - Airport Act Drafted
The ADM Alan Nixon sent out an email that includes some of his proposals for
regulations. Some of his ideas include up to $5,000.00 fine or six months in jail for
having an “unsightly” mess, or, they can impound my vehicle or prevent me from driving
for a year if I violate one of their vehicle rules... And, thereʼs lots more....
August 29, 2017 - NO MORE CAMPGROUND
I went into the airport today and stopped near the tower. YTG has removed any and all
signs of the Campsite in the last few days (shelter, outhouse, trees etc).
Thats too bad, it received very high praise from transients in past. But if you take away
the tables, then the wood stove, wood, visitor book, then the outhouse and turn it into a
mud-bog no one will use it, then you can justify closing it and removing the shelter too.
(Same tactic they used for Yukon airstrips, donʼt maintain them, then when they fall into
disrepair you can justify closing them.)
And I notice there has been no progress on the ʻSand Storage Shedʼ, the frame is up,
and some walls, but no one has been working on it for weeks.
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September 3, 2017 More on ʻFODʼ
I flew today. After I did a run-up on ʻAPRON 1ʼ I couldnʼt resist taking the two pictures
below; The first (left) is of some of the pieces laying in the middle of the ramp, and the
second (right) is of a few loose pieces I picked up from the same place to illustrate size
and the broken nature.

And, as if to fuel my frustration, when I returned to the hanger I found no less than a halfdozen >2 cm. long pieces of stiff steel wire (similar what to what would break off a
grinding wheel) stuck in my tires. Two penetrated completely.

September 11, 2017 - A Sad Day
Today is sixteen years since “9/11”, I attended the funeral for Justin Kolla, a promising
young Yukon pilot who suffered a tragic fatal crash near Russell Creek a week ago. Itʼs
been a long while since we lost an aviator in the Yukon, I hope it will be much longer
before there is another.
September 16, 2017 Regulations.....Or NOT!
YTG says; “AVOP Not a Regulation.....just a “mechanism” adopted...”
I had an exchange recently with Alan Nixon because of my concerns about their desire to
make an ʻAirports Actʼ, and their historic application of ʻPoliciesʼ (that they change dayby-day) in place of law. I fear they will jump the gun on their demand for an Airport Act
and Regulations, then bury the users in petty detail. Their own commitment (in their own
YTG Regulatory Policy) is to MINIMUM Regulations, only after all other means of
compliance are tried, with full consultation, and study........and you can see my concern.
AND SO...
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I asked about the 56 Page long AVOP document and rules as an example. Mr Nixon
agrees the “AVOP Not a Regulation.....just a “mechanism” adopted...” .
“A mechanism” !
But within those 56 pages are; rules, standards, performance requirements, enforcement
provisions, and penalties that exactly mimic a “LAW”! They have never been discussed,
consulted on, passed before any elected authority, or codified. The bureaucrats just
created them and try to force them on us. If that poses no dilemma for Mr Nixon it sure
does for me; once again Draconian measures are applied by YTG without judicial
oversight (certainly that raises Charter of Rights concerns for some people).
I maintain ; POLICY IS NOT ENFORCEABLE ON THE PUBLIC, MAKE IT LAW, OR
BACK OFF. I find very few bureaucrats understand this, and it has not been the modusoperandi of YTG in past.
Anyway, You can review this recent correspondence on my list of correspondence at ;
http://www.yukonflying.com/Politics.html
September 17, 2017
The Canadian Owners and Pilots Association volunteers flew a lot of kids yesterday
during a discover flight event held from Alkans Flight School. I was there, it was great to
see the happy faces and overhear the appreciative and positive comments from both
parents and kids. These events are so productive, and crucial to aviation, Iʼm glad so
many people can still see that. My sincere thanks to all the volunteers who do so much
to raise a positive profile for General aviation when the Yukon Government does all it can
to minimize and even destroy it.

October10, 2017 - An Airport Act speaks louder than words ?
The sand shed was finished today, now we will need to watch out for dump trucks and
sanders traveling through the leased parking spaces.
The Yukon Legislature is sitting. In the media attention today is on the announced and
tabled “Airports Act”. Minister Mostyn tried to reassure us all this morning on CBC that
they are NOT intending on implementing an Airport Use Tax (or AIF). That, despite
talk within his own Department that that was a major attraction of the new Act.
AND:
The Minister also stated that consultation was undertaken with stakeholders. That is
simply not true, again. If someone persists in making statements that are not true, there
must be a reason. They are choosing to be mislead, or refusing to accept the truth.
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And there are other issues of course. I am concerned about the proposed section 21(2)
(d) of the proposed Act, which states this new Act may ;
d)....
incorporate by reference, in whole or in
part or with modifications, a written
standard, protocol, rule, law, guideline, code
or other document, either as it reads on a
date specified in the regulation or as it is
amended from time to time.

In application this means that, if they then reference say.....the 'AVOP Policy' (available
on their website) somewhere within the upcoming Regulations, then that policy
automatically becomes the 'law'! Without any political review in legislature or cabinet.
So, later, if Dennis (the CYXY Security Manager) decides for example, that he doesn't
think, say....green shoes are safe, he alone simply amends the policy so that no one can
wear green shoes while driving on the airport....and that is now the 'law' !
Then I would get $2,000 fine and 6 months jail for not taking my green sneakers off at
the gate?
Silly, of course, but the issue is that Acts and Regulations ARE binding on the public,
"guidelines" and "policies" etc....are NOT. (until now?)
Standards, guidelines, policies etc are only created to guide Government staff on
applying the law, and not take its place, amend it, or over-ride it. Thats why they can be
are created by hired bureaucrats instead of elected representatives who are the only
ones in Canadian law (so far) that have the legal authority to make law. The
advancement of "Policy" as law is dangerous, everywhere.
October 13, 2017
Wow...Iʼm famous !
This website / blog was referenced by Minister Mostyn yesterday on the floor of the
legislature, and now appears in Hansard !
Apparently the Minister used this blog as evidence of his claim that full industry
consultation had occurred on the new Airports Act. I suppose he claims that the
document that some of us got back at the end of August/September from Al Nixon, (and
that I referenced above) constitutes “CONSULTATION”.
At that time there was no indication that actual input was sought, the wording indicated to
me that the only option was to accept it the way the NWT wrote theirs (which he
included). It strongly inferred the format and content was required by other law (which
he referenced and also included). As usual, I ignored the hint and tried to engage in
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some dialogue but was told that until the Act itself was in place there was no room for
discussion) and we would be consulted when they get to the Regulations. There was no
discussion of perceived need for an Act, or the contents Simply “this is what the NWT
did and with a few exceptions, we want to do the same.”
If this is intentional deception / misdirection it is masterful ! I have to admire such
creativity and mental versatility.
It seems to me it is a good time to recommend my favorite reading; “Cover Your Ass”, by
“Bureaucrat X”, and published by Harpers Press (ISBN 0-99930-135-9).

Oct 17, 2017 - WOW - Cognitive Dissonance at itʼs very best !
In the news again more Aviation Companies and organizations have gone on record
publicly and in writing to say they were NOT consulted by the new Liberal Government
about their proposed Airports Act;
-Air North says they were NOT consulted
-The Northern Air Transport Association says they were NOT consulted
-Alkan Air says they were NOT consulted
-The Canadian Owners and Pilots Association say they were NOT consulted
despite asking to be
-The “Yukon Aviation Advisory Committee” that was supposed to meet to oversee
and advise the Minister on all things Aviation in the Yukon say, they were NOT
consulted
To my knowledge thats almost everybody involved in Yukon Aviation.....
The Minister (Richard Mostyn ) went on record stating; “....when this Act passes, AND IT
WILL PASS,....” and then he goes on refusing to admit any wrong, mistake, or any ability
to step back or delay this Legislation. He names all of the above specifically and insists
they all were consulted fully. Despite mounting evidence he refuses to change his story.
From a purely logical perspective this leaves the Yukon in a dilemma.
Editorial comment:
This is more than just a question of what constitutes “consultation”. In this example was consultation
achieved ? Was it even intended ? Or, was a deception planned and executed instead ? Only one
person knows the truth for sure, at best maybe two?
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Nixon wants us to believe he has met both his and his Governments obligations legally and morally. So
does Minister Mostyn, and he has chosen to exert his full authority and that of his Liberal Government to
back Mr Nixon, and to force this law through.
We can assume poor Mr Nixon is acting on Ministerial orders, because, were he not, we have a different
issue. Likewise, we have to assume Minister Mostyn is only acting based on information he has been
given, because otherwise this becomes a personal decision for him.
We are unlikely to know for sure, but either way it leaves a growing list of frustrated aviators denied
good Government.
October 18, 2017
Today I see the following organizations made press releases about the proposed Yukon
Airports Act;
-The City of Whitehorse says they were NOT consulted despite Minister Mostyn
insistence that they were dealt with adequately
-The Yukon Chamber of Commerce says they were NOT consulted and that this
must be done
-The National COPA organization released a statement from Ottawa that asks for
Consultation
On CBC Radio morning news Minister Mostyn repeated his statements that he had done
all consultation that was necessary with all of the above, and he even added that they
were happy ? ? ?
I note today that all claims or references to YTGʼs position on this issue were removed
from the Yukon Government web page yesterday.
October 19, 2017
YTG have again (third fall in a row) started heavy equipment digging holes in the North
end of the airport, and have begun trucking dirt from the South end, down the highway to
the North end, where they are stockpiling it next to the dirt from last year, and the year
before!
Old Crow has officially added its name to the list of the “NOT Consulted”.
It snowed on the 18th., so today I went to shovel out my hanger. I found they have
cleared all the airport roads bare, right up to the gate 38, but they stopped there, short of
plowing any taxiways for us.
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Oct 24, 2017
No snow removal on Golf yet.......it is forecast to warm up, maybe it will melt.
On CBC morning news Joe Sparling of Air North (“Yukons Airline”) spoke of a
compromise struck with the Government, they agree to change one word in the draft,
(but YTG refuse to go back and consult about either need or contents). Maybe the issue
is dead for a while? What a show of poor Government that was!
October 30, 2017# The Wrong Priorities can be Dangerous !
This morning CBC news reports two more communities, Teslin and Watson Lake, on
record as not being consulted on the Airports Act and asking for it to be reviewed before
going ahead. Richard Mostyn was interviewed next by CBC reporter and stated that
they both were consulted and were satisfied.
Editorial Comment: It appears YTG priorities continue to be with their internal problems (IE Millions
for new offices and washrooms, and Legislation creation to make their job easier, to quote their own
ADM) and not with Runways or actual aviation infrastructure. At some point soon this will catch up, I
am reminded again of the official review and report on the Exxon Valdez disaster where the judges
said that “...this incident was not an accident in so much as it was inevitable, following years
of cuts to funding and service reductions......”. But then no one died directly in that instance.

October 31, 2017 # Another First Nation not consulted !
This morning news includes Mayo (Nacho Nyak Dun First Nation) going on record to say
that they were NOT consulted about Airports Legislation, and they feel they must be.
They also announced they have bought a piece of Alkan Air and their own Piper Navaho
aircraft to provide reliable air service to their community. This certainly makes them a
very active participant in the discussion.
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November 7, 2017
I was helping a young fellow transition to tail-dragger a day or two back, all his Cub time
is on floats (a lucky condition !) He tells me he has no where to park. Marylin says he
is number three on the waiting list for a place to park his Super Cub at Whitehorse
airport.
That is because this year YTG evicted many aircraft and removed their aircraft parking
stalls (that they had just paid hundreds of thousands of dollars to build) so they could
build a “sand storage building” in a convenient location. At the same time they force
actual aircraft to operate somewhere else. But, also early this year the Federal
Government passed law that prohibits the construction of new private airstrips. True!
Editorial; For the past 18 years the Yukon Government had a perfectly good plan for airport
development (called “2020”) which the Government built at great cost and effort but that the
bureaucrats mostly chose to ignore any time actual aircraft or runways were involved. Now
we have nearly one hundred “non-aviation” Government people making decisions to the
benefit of ....... who or what exactly? This isnʼt about politicians......it wasnʼt caused by
politicians. But recently even when confronted with the facts the politicians have bought into
and backed the bullshit. And that IS NEW!

November 16, 2017 - YTG / Richard Mostyn can move Mountains ?
Today Minister Richard Mostyn announced on the floor of the Legislature that the Yukon
Government will be paving the Dawson City airport. He didnʼt answer questions.
November 28, 2017 - YTG passes Airports Act
The Yukon Liberals pushed the ʻAirports Actʼ through the Legislature. Now the
Regulation can begin.
Rumor is Al Nixon is gone as Assistant Deputy Minister.

